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Purpose: 
 
The goal of this project is to use cross-section microscopy, and transmitted light pigment 
and fiber analysis techniques, to analyze and identify the paints on the interior woodwork 
and walls of the Tobias Lear House.  The house was built in the 1730s and expanded to 
the rear in the 1760s.  The earliest paints that remain in situ and can be confidently 
identified will be color-matched for documentation and possible replication with a 
colorimeter/microscope. 
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Procedures:   

 
Susan L. Buck met with Stephen Foster on August 5, 2019 to examine and discuss the 
house and the information that could be gleaned from paint analysis.  The exterior and the 
interior of the building were studied and sampled during this site visit, and the exterior 
paints were deemed a priority because of the restoration schedule. The painted surfaces 
were first examined at 30X magnification with a monocular microscope. Samples (about 
300 microns in size) were then removed with a microscalpel and placed in labeled 
polyethylene baggies for transport.   
 
The samples were first examined at 45X magnification with a binocular microscope and 
the best samples were selected for cross-section analysis.  These samples were cast into 
polyester resin cubes for permanent mounting.  The cubes were ground and polished for 
cross-section microscopy analysis and photography. The sample preparation methods and 
analytical procedures are described in the reference section of this report.  
 
The cast samples were analyzed with a Nikon Eclipse 80i epi-fluorescence microscope 
equipped with an EXFO X-Cite 120 Fluorescence Illumination System fiberoptic halogen 
light source and a polarizing light base using SPOT Advanced software (v. 5.1) for digital 
image capture and Adobe Photoshop CS for digital image management.  Biological 
fluorochrome staining for binding media characterization and pigment identification was 
conducted for selected samples.   Digital images of the best representative cross-sections 
are included in this report.  Please note that the colors in the digital images are affected 
by the variability of image capture and color printing and do not accurately represent the 
actual colors.   
 

Background 

 
The history of the house in the twentieth century helps to explain the current condition of 
the paint finishes and the architectural elements that seem to date to later alterations.  The 
house was sold in August 2019 by the Wentworth-Lear Historic Houses Association to 
Stephen Foster and Tobias Lear House Historic Inn, LLC.  The press release for the sale 
described the house as first built in the 1730s by Captain Tobias Lear III and the 
birthplace of Tobias Lear V, who served as personal secretary to George Washington for 
over fourteen years. The house was visited by Washington during his 1789 Northern 
Tour.  

The Association had owned the Tobias Lear House and the adjacent Wentworth-Gardner 
House since 1940. The press release noted that both houses had previously been owned 
by colonial revivalist and entrepreneur Wallace Nutting.  The Tobias Lear House has not 
been open as a historic house museum for several decades, and there appears to have 
been very little consistent maintenance to the exterior or interior during much of that 
time. 
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There are no archive photographs of the interior that might help to put historic wallpaper 
and paint evidence into context. Two recent reports on the house produced by 
architectural historians James L. Garvin in 2016 and Bill Finch in 2018 provide helpful 
descriptions of the interior spaces and notes on the elements that seem to date to later 
alterations.  There is also a black and white photograph of the east elevation which shows 
a picture window in the kitchen, now replaced by a pair of windows with 9 over 6 sashes. 
 
The date for construction of the house is between 1731-38 (based on documentary 
research) and the house was essentially doubled in size in the 1760s when it was 
expanded to the north with an addition consisting of two stories and an attic.1  According 
to Garvin and Finch, few interior elements date to the original 1730s construction, with 
the exceptions of the corner posts and cased beams in the front rooms.  The staircase in 
the central stairhall dates to the addition as it was “placed fully within the area of the 
added frame, rather than within the volume of the older house.”2  In Finch’s report he 
describes those elements as “original” and dating to the later 18th-century remodeling 
because: “Most visible fabric dates to major alterations in the last third of the 18th century 
including the major addition of two rooms on the rear and the current steep hip roof.”3   
 
Finch felt that some of the two-panel doors in the house might be reused from the 1730s-
40s construction.  But Garvin cautioned that selected elements had clearly been moved 
around, such as some of the doors, because of he believes there was a substantial 
restoration conducted by Jessie Varrell, who bought the property in 1921 and restored it 
for the Portsmouth tercentennial in 1923.  Garvin also pointed out that: “It cannot be 
forgotten that Portsmouth was home to Charles H. Stewart, one of the most active dealers 
in architectural elements in New England during the early twentieth century.  Stewart’s 
shop was mere blocks from the Lear House, and it would have been easy for a private 
restorer like Jessie Varrell to have acquired architectural features, hardware, and building 
materials to aid her restoration of the Lear House.”4   
 
The room-by-room descriptions in both reports are used as references in this paint study.  
In some cases the comparative paint chronologies can help identify elements which might 
have been reused from other parts of the house compared to those which might have been 
purchased by Varrell and installed during her restoration. 
 
A floor plan of the house produced for the current restoration is included here for 
reference.  Room numbers were assigned by the author to for allow coding the sample 
locations. 
 

                                                 
1 Stephen Foster, email communication, September 20, 2019. 
2 James L. Garvin, “Notes on the Tobias Lear House, 48 Hunking Street, Portsmouth, New Hampshire”, 
unpublished report, January 12, 2016, 8. 
3 William Finch, “Notes on Site Visit of the Tobias Lear House”, unpublished report, January 11, 2018, 1. 
4 Garvin, 22. 
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Interior Paint and Wallpaper Analysis Results  

 
The current conditions of the interior paints and plaster walls are described in each room 
section of this report, beginning with room 100, the central stair hall.  Discussions of the 
sampling strategies to identify the earliest paints and the most intact paint chronologies 
are presented room by room.  It was thought possible at the outset of this study that the 
front rooms might contain paints on selected elements, like the corner posts, that predate 
the 1760s expansion of the house. However, no paints that can be solidly dated to the 
1730s were found in the paint study.  For the purposes of identifying and comparatively 
dating the paint layers, therefore, the paint generations, which are identified with 
numerals, begin in the 1760s and the original paint layer on a 1760s element is identified 
as “1”.  
 
In the rooms where the walls have been re-plastered, like the central passage, 
identification of the original wall finishes could not be done.  But once the interior 
restoration is underway there may be opportunities to find early plaster where the walls 
have to be opened up for repairs or rewiring. 
  
Room 100 Central Hall Analysis Results 

 
The rear (north) portion of the central hall dates entirely to the expansion of the house in 
the 1760s, but the corner posts on the south wall initially seemed to hold some promise 
for survival of the earliest finishes.  There is modern wallpaper on the walls, and small 
excavations into the plaster with a scalpel indicated it is all modern gypsum, with the 

100 101 102 

104 103 204 

202 

203 

201 

200 
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exception of a few areas over the doors at the south end.  Garvin described the entry hall 
as having a simple cornice composed of a crown molding and the door casings with 
single architraves.  The staircase dates to the 1760s, but many of the balusters may have 
been replaced in the mid-nineteenth century.  The front and rear doors are replacements, 
which Garvin felt might have been a twentieth-century attempt to install a front door that 
appeared older than the “Victorian” front door with lights that appears in a ca. 1900 black 
and white image of the main elevation. 
 
Ten samples were taken from the woodwork in this space to establish the paint 
chronologies.  The door and door architrave for the opening to the closet at the north end 
were sampled to see if they could be comparatively dated based on their paint 
chronologies.  The flooring was not sampled as no promising areas for paint analysis 
could be located. 
 
Room 100 Central Passage Looking North Central Passage Looking South 

   
  
Room 100 Central Hall Sample Locations  
100-1. West wall, door architrave, top corner of right side. 
100-2.  West wall cornice, crown molding above door. 
100-3.  West wall door, top left corner, top right panel. 
100-4.  West wall, right side of door reveal, top right corner. 
100-5.  Southwest corner post, right side, about about 4-feet up from floor. 
100-6.  South wall, trim for main door, panel above door, right side. 
100-7.  East wall plaster just above door opening. 
100-8.  North end, east wall, door architrave. 
100-9.  North end, top left corner of top raised panel of closet door. 
100-10. North end, stile right of closet door, left edge, below hinge. 
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100-1 and 100-2    100-3 

   
100-4      100-5 

   
100-6      100-7 
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100-8 and 100-9    100-10 

   
   
Room 100 Woodwork.  There are up to 16 generations of paint on the woodwork, 
beginning with a coarsely ground red-brown paint found on the door architraves, corner 
post and closet door.  The best example of the full coating chronology from the 1760s to 
the present was found in sample 100-8 from the architrave for the east wall door leading 
into the kitchen at the north end of the central hall.  The variations in paint colors, 
composition and the presence of varnishes make it possible to distinguish the early paint 
generations.  Sample 100-8 is below for reference, followed by a chart which shows how 
the paints can be aligned on different architectural elements. 
 
100-8.  North end, east wall, door architrave. 
Visible Light  200X     Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

2. Gray paint with varnish   

4. Light red brown with varnish    

5. Gray with varnish   

6. Dark red    

7. Salmon pink on off-white primer    

8. Off-white    

9. Graining on yellow base coat 
10. Gray        

11. Cream color   

13. Off-white  
15. Light gray green   
16. Most recent off-white  

1. Red-brown remnant     

3. Resinous gray     
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The elements thought most likely to retain evidence of early paint, from the 1730s, were 
the corner posts, as these structural elements were retained from the original 1730s house.  
However, the paint stratigraphy on the southwest corner post (the only one sampled in 
this room) reveals the same stratigraphy as various other elements in the room which 
almost certainly date to the 1760s expansion.  This stratigraphy begins at the red-brown 
paint, followed by gray paint with a varnish coating that was missing in many of the 
cross-sections.  It was not surprising to find that some of the elements were missing early 
paints as this was likely due to deliberate paint removal before repainting, as well as 
general abrasion and flaking. 
 
As will be seen below, this pattern, the absence of any paint evidence from the 1730s and 
the beginning of paint stratigraphies that likely start with the 1760s expansion, were also 
observed in the other four rooms in the original 1730s house. 
 
The unusual salmon-colored paint in generation 7 contains the pigment zinc white, which 
means it could not date before about 1845 when zinc white began to be used in 
architectural paints. There is evidence of decorative grain-painting in generations 9 and 
11, which might be oak graining based on the cream-colored and off-white primers and 
yellow base coats. 
 
The comparative paint stratigraphy chart for room 100, below, indicates that virtually all 
the woodwork dates to the same period of installation, and that there are no paints that 
predate the 1760s found on the corner posts.  The closet door 100-9 and the frame for the 
closet door (100-10) retain early paint evidence suggesting this woodwork is original to 
the space .  The chart incorporates observations from the cast cross-sections and from 
uncast portions of the paint samples.     
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Room 100 Comparative Woodwork Paint Stratigraphy 
(Based on cast cross-sections and uncast samples) 

Room 100 

Generation/Layer 

100-1 

W. wall 

door 

architrave  

100-2 

Cornice 

100-3 

W. wall 

door 

100-4 

W. Wall 

door 

reveal  

100-5 

Southwest 

corner 

post  

100-8 

E. wall 

door 

architrave 

100-9 

Closet 

Door 

100-10 

Closet 

trim 

Observations  

16. Most recent 
off-white 

        

15. Light gray 
green 

        

14. Off-white          
13. Off-white            
12. Off-white           
11. Cream color           
10. Gray           
9. Graining with 
yellow base coat 
on cream primer 

          

8. Off-white      Missing     
7. Salmon pink on 
off-white primer  

Grayish-
yellow 

 Grayish-
yellow 

Grayish-
yellow 

Grayish-
yellow 

   

6. Dark red  Missing  Missing   Missing   Contains zinc 
white so could not 
date before 1845 

5. Gray with 
varnish  

Missing  Missing Tan Missing    

4. Light red with 
varnish 

Missing  Missing Missing Missing  Missing  

3. Resinous gray Missing  Missing Missing Missing   Missing  
2. Gray with 
varnish 

Missing  Missing Missing Missing  Missing   

1. Red-brown      Missing    Window and panel 
on the north wall at 
the landing were 
originally blue 
(200-1 and 200-5) 

Wood with shellac 
sealant 
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100-1. West wall, door architrave, top corner of right side. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
100-3.  West wall door, top left corner, top right panel. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
100-4.  West wall, right side of door reveal, top right corner. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

1. Red-brown      

Wood       
Shellac in the wood       

7. Yellowish-gray     

Wood       

6. Dark red      

Shellac in the wood        

7. Yellowish-gray  

7. Yellowish-gray      

1. Red brown  

15. Light gray green     
16. Off-white      

9. Graining on yellow base coat     

8. Off-white      

11. Graining on cream base coat     

12-14. Off-whites     

9. Graining on yellow base coat     

11. Graining on cream base coat     

14. Off-white  

5. Tan      
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100-5.  Southwest corner post, right side, about 4-feet up from floor. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
100-9.  North end, top left corner of top raised panel of closet door. 
Visible Light  200X   Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
Visible Light  200X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

1. Red-brown remnants in the wood  Shellac in the wood   

7. Salmon pink on off-white primer    

6. Dark red      

Shellac sealant in the wood     

1. Red-brown      

Wood       

2. Gray paint with varnish      

9. Graining on yellow base coat     
10. Gray      

9. Cream color      

15. Light gray green   

15. Light gray green   

14. Off-white       

8. Off-white       

16. Off-white      

7. Yellowish-gray      

9. Graining on yellow base coat  ?     

11. Cream color      

12-14. Off-whites     
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The cast cross-section of 100-10 from the trim for the closet door under the stairs is 
missing generations 1 through 4. But examination of uncast portions of the samples from 
this location show its complete paint history matches the closet door cross-section 100-9. 
 
100-10. North end, stile right of closet door, left edge, below hinge. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

     
 

5. Gray with zinc white (post 1845)     

Wood with grimy surface      

Accumulated grime and hardware coating      

15. Dull light green     

6. Dark red      

11. Cream color      
8. Off-white      
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Room 100 Plaster.  When the plaster in the center hall was examined on site, most of it 
appeared to be hard, bright white gypsum plaster below the current red and white-printed 
wallpaper.  One sample of plaster was taken from just above the door opening on the east 
wall at the south end.  This sample 100-7 contains early sandy tannish plaster which 
resembles the plaster in the sitting room (room 101), so it may date to the 1760s.  
However, there is only one modern white paint layer above the eroded plaster surface, 
followed by fibers that relate to the current wallpaper.  If more early plaster is uncovered 
during the renovations to this circulation space then additional samples can be compared 
to these limited findings. 
 
100-7.  East wall plaster just above door opening. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
 
  
 
 

Plaster   

20th century white paint    

Most recent wallpaper fibers    
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Room 101 Sitting Room Analysis Results  

 
The sitting room, or east parlor, was described by Finch as having woodwork that is all 
original (dating from the 1760s), and he felt the floorboards may be old ones that were re-
laid.  Garvin described this room as secondary in importance to the parlor (the southwest 
front room), and he identified the overhead cased girts as elements of the frame of the 
older house.  He felt the hinges on the doors in this room are more likely to be original 
than elsewhere because of the way they are set into the door casings.   
 
Fifteen samples were taken from architectural elements in the space, including the 
flooring, and most of the sample locations were photographed for reference.  But several 
samples were not analyzed in cross-section because when they were screened at 45X no 
early finishes were discernible.  The flooring samples were found to retain no early paint 
evidence because the only remaining paints are still relatively clean and flexible, and the 
wood substrate is darkened and eroded.  The absence of early flooring paint may mean 
the floors were left unpainted, or it could mean that the floors were aggressively 
refinished in the twentieth-century, leaving no traces of early coatings.  Stephen Foster 
removed the wallpaper in this room while this exploration was being conducted, and 
there were no signs of early limewashes or paint on the comparatively rough finish 
plaster. 
 
Southwest Corner Room 101 Sitting Room  

 
 
Room 101 Sitting Room Sample Locations 
101-1. West wall, plaster right of door. 
101-2. Southwest corner, corner post, about 4-feet up. 
101-3. Southwest corner, chamfered beam. 
101-4. Ceiling plaster, southwest corner. 
101-5. West wall, door architrave, left side. 
101-6. West wall door, left side, top left panel. 
101-7. North wall, upper panel right of fireplace, left side of raised panel. 
101-8. North wall, door architrave, left side, northeast corner. 
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101-9. North wall, architrave for fireplace opening, left side. 
101-10. North wall, corner closet, bottom door, room side. 
101-11. North wall, corner closet, upper door, left side of panel (looks like new wood). 
101-12. North wall door, right panel, left side. 
101-13. North wall, 1760s cornice above fireplace. 
101-14. West wall, baseboard, upper portion of board, right of door. 
101-15. Flooring, northwest corner. 
 
101-1 and 101-5    101-2, 101-3 and 101-4 

   
101-7      101-8 
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101-9, 101-10 and 101-11   101-14 

   
 
Room 101 Woodwork.  Comparative analysis of paint samples from elements dating to 
the 1730s, like the corner post, and elements dating to the 1760s, like the mantel 
paneling, suggests that the earliest extant paint dates to the 1760s expansion.  The 
original tan-colored paint was found on the corner post (101-2), west wall door and 
architrave (101-5 and 101-6), fireplace paneling (101-7), the architrave for the fireplace 
opening (101-9), the cornice (101-13), and the north wall door (101-12).  The 1760s 
baseboards were originally red-brown when the woodwork was dark tan, as found in 
sample 101-14.  Pigment analysis shows that the original tan paint is composed of yellow 
ochre, burnt sienna, white lead and calcium carbonate. 
 
The second paint generation on the 1760s woodwork is a coarsely ground dark yellow on 
almost all these elements, with the exception of the north wall door and the north wall 
corner closet doors which was a coarsely ground greenish-yellow. The baseboards were 
repainted brown in the second generation.  In generation 3 most of the woodwork was tan 
or cream-colored, except for the architrave for the fireplace opening which was glossy 
black. 
 
The following chart shows how the woodwork paints in the cast cross-sections and uncast 
portions of the samples compare on the key elements sampled from this room.  In a few 
samples the earliest paints are missing, but that is most likely due to accidental abrasion 
and loss, not later alterations. 
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Room 101 Comparative Woodwork Paint Stratigraphy 
Room 101 

Generation/Layer 

101-2 

Corner 

post  

101-5, 

101-6 

W. wall 

door and 

architrave 

101-7 

N. wall 

paneling  

101-9 

N. wall 

architrave 

for 

fireplace 

opening  

101-11, 

101-12 

N. wall 

closet 

door and 

passage 

door  

101-13 

Cornice 

101-14 

Baseboard 

Observations  

15-18. Most recent 
tans and whites 

        

14. Off-white          
13. Off-white with 
varnish  

  Missing      

12. Off-white    Missing  Graining    
11. Cream color    Missing Black Graining    
10. Off-white with 
varnish 

  Missing Black     

9. Light cream color    Black    Contains zinc 
white 

8. Cream color          
7. Pinkish cream 
color 

        

6. Cream color     Black     
5. Cream color     Black     
4. Dark cream color     Black     
3. Tan     Black Light blue 

green on 
passage 
door 

   

2. Coarse dark 
yellow 

    Greenish-
yellow 

 Brown  

1. Tan with varnish        Red-brown  
Wood with shellac 
sealant 

        

 
101-2. Southwest corner, corner post, about 4-feet up. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

1. Tan     

2. Coarse dark yellow    

3. Cream color      

4. Coarse dark cream color       

5. Cream color     

6. Cream color     
7. Pinkish-cream color     

8. Off-white      

9. Cream color     
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Uncast portions of sample 101-3 retain the complete paint stratigraphy beginning with the 
original tan paint, although the early paints in the cast cross-section cleaved off. 
 
101-3. Southwest corner, chamfered beam. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

8. Light cream color    

9. Cream color    

10. Cream color    

11-18. Clean, finely ground  20th century 
paints  
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101-5. West wall, door architrave, left side. 
Visible Light  100X Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
Visible Light  200X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
101-6. West wall door, left side, top left panel. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   

2. Coarse yellow  

1. Tan with varnish    

2. Coarse yellow  

3. Tan    

4. Dark cream color    
6. Pinkish cream color    

7. Cream color    

8. Light cream color    

9. Off-white with varnish    

10. Cream color    

11. Off-white    
12. Off-white with varnish    
13. Off-white     

14. Cream  
color    

Wood flake    

3. Tan    

4. Dark cream color    

Wood     Shellac sealant in the wood     

Shellac sealant in the wood     

1. Tan     

Wood      

2. Coarse yellow  
3. Tan  

15. Off-white with varnish  

16. Tan   

17. Off-white   
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101-7. North wall, upper panel right of fireplace, left side of raised panel. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
101-7. North wall, upper panel right of fireplace, left side of raised panel. 
Pigments in the original tan-colored paint: Yellow ochre, burnt sienna, white lead and 
calcium carbonate. 
Plane polarized transmitted Light  1000X Crossed polars (darkfield)  1000X 

   
 

1. Tan with varnish   

2. Coarse yellow    

3. Tan   
4. Cream color   
5. Cream color   
7. Pinkish cream color   

8. Thick cream color   

9. Off-white    
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101-9. North wall, architrave for fireplace opening, left side. 
Visible Light  100X Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
Visible Light  100X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 

1. Tan    

2. Coarse yellow    

17. Light beige    

3-6. Blacks     

3-6. Blacks     

7. Degraded cream color      

8. Tan       

9-11. Blacks      

16. Tan      

14. Cream color       

Wood     Shellac sealant in the wood     
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101-11. North wall, corner closet, upper door, left side of panel. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
101-12. North wall door, right panel, left side. 
Visible Light  200X  Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
Visible Light  200X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

Wood     

1. Tan with varnish      

2. Coarse greenish-yellow       

3. Light blue green    

9. Off-white       
10. Off-white       
11. Graining on pale yellow base       
12. Graining on pink base        

13 & 14. Off-whites        

17. Light beige       

16. Off-white       

15. Light tan        

2. Coarse greenish-yellow       

1. Tan with varnish        

3. Tan        

7. Pinkish cream color        

4. Dark cream color        

5. Cream color         

Modern putty         
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101-13. North wall, 1760s cornice above fireplace. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
101-14. West wall, baseboard, upper portion of board, right of door. 
Visible Light  200X Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
 

Wood     Shellac in the wood   

1. Red-brown   
2, Brown      

2. Coarse yellow   

7. Pinkish cream color      
6. Cream color      
5. Dark cream color      

4. Cream color      

8. Cream color       

3. Tan   
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Room 101 Plaster.  The investigations on site with a 10X illuminated loupe suggested 
that no early coatings remain on the plaster beneath the most recent wallpaper.  The light 
tannish plaster is sandy and there is no white finish plaster in sample 101-1.  This is a 
clue that the walls in this space were intended for wallpaper.  There are weak positive 
reactions for carbohydrates in the plaster with the fluorochrome TTC, but this could be 
from remnants of the most recent starch paste adhesive. 
 
Impressive evidence of approximately 12 generations of unpigmented limewash was 
found in sample 101-4 from the ceiling.  There are thin films of dirt between each 
limewash layer, showing each was exposed for long enough to collect dirt before being 
limewashed again.  This solid evidence of repeated limewashing indicates that the 
ceilings were originally matte white with a lime-based coating compatible with 
traditional lime plaster.  
  
101-1. West wall, plaster right of door. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
UV Light & TTC for carbohydrates  200X 
Weak + reactions for carbohydrates 
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101-4. Ceiling plaster, southwest corner. 
Visible Light  200X Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
Visible Light  200X Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
  

1. Unpigmented limewash      

Coarse plaster       

2. Unpigmented limewash      

3. Unpigmented limewash      
4. Unpigmented limewash      

5. Unpigmented limewash      

6. Unpigmented limewash      

7. Unpigmented limewash      

8. Unpigmented limewash      

9. Unpigmented limewash      

10. Unpigmented limewash      

11. Unpigmented limewash      

12. Unpigmented limewash      
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Room 101A East Passage between 101 and 103 Analysis Results  

 
The narrow passage linking the sitting room (or east parlor) to the kitchen was examined 
and selectively sampled, with five samples taken from the paneling, joist and doors.  
Finch describes this space as retaining doors on the fireplace side that appear original, 
while he felt the vertical bead wall on the east side is Victorian.  This east wall covers 
what was originally a side entry.  Most of the sample locations were photographed except 
the passage side of the north wall door. 
  
West Wall of Room 101A East Passage  

 
 
Room 101A East Passage between 101 and 103 Sample Locations  
101A-1. West wall, top right corner, raised panel door. 
101A-2. East wall, lower corner of chamfered joist. 
101A-3. West wall, panel left of raised panel door (remnants of darkened wallpaper 
below paint). 
101A-4. South wall, passage side surface of door, left side, top left panel. 
101A-5. North wall, passage side surface of door. 
 
101A-1, 101A-2 and 101A-3    101A-4 
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Room 101A  Woodwork.  The comparative paint histories on the five elements sampled 
in this narrow passage are inconsistent, which makes it more difficult to establish a 
coherent paint sequence for this space.  However, selected elements do have early paints 
which can be aligned with the southeast room 101, helping to confirm that there were 
early attempts to link this narrow passage to the sitting room.   The most direct paint 
relationships were found in sample 101A-4 on the passage side of the door connecting the 
passage to the sitting room.  Generations 1 and 2 match paints found during the same 
period on the woodwork in room 101.  Generation 3 is a light blue green, followed by a 
pinkish cream-colored paint that lines up with generation 7 in room 101.  The pale gray 
on this door in the eighth generation was also found in 101A-2 from the chamfered joist.  
This comparative evidence indicates that originally the south wall door was painted in the 
same manner on both sides, but that it was eventually repainted with far less frequency 
than the sitting room. 
 
101A-4. South wall, passage side surface of door, left side, top left panel. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
Comparison of 101A-4 and 101-12 
101A-4. South wall, passage side, door 101-12. North wall door, right panel  
Visible Light  200X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

     

1. Tan with varnish      

Shellac sealant in the wood       Wood       

2. Coarse greenish yellow       
3. Light blue green        

7. Pinkish cream color      
8. Gray       

Wood     

1. Tan with varnish      
2. Coarse greenish yellow       

3. Light blue green    

3. Light blue green        

2. Coarse greenish yellow       

1. Tan with varnish      
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There is a degraded layer of charred tan paint on top of the wood in the cross-section 
from the chamfered joist at the northeast corner of this passage.  It may be the same paint 
identified as the original coating on the woodwork in room 101.  This element was 
painted only infrequently and the only other layer that can be aligned with the paints on 
the woodwork in room 101 is the pinkish-cream paint in generation 7. 
 
101A-2. East wall, lower corner of chamfered joist. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
The paint history on the small raised panel door is a puzzle as none of the paints on it 
match the other woodwork. Finch suggested it was original to this space, but the 
comparative paint evidence suggests otherwise.  Based on the paint evidence it could be a 
1760s door, but perhaps moved from another location in the house and installed here in 
the twentieth century.  The door should be rechecked to see if there are ghosts for earlier 
hinges or scars from installation in another location. 
 
101A-1. West wall, top right corner, raised panel door. 
Visible Light 100X  Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
 

1. Red-brown       
2. Gray       
3. Tan    
4. Tan    
5. Blue-gray   

1. Tan with varnish fragment     

7. Pinkish-cream color      
6. Resinous gray     

5. Cream color      

8. Gray       
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Sample 101A-3 was taken from the wooden panel on the west wall, to the left of the 
raised panel door.  The limited evidence in this cross-section suggests that this element 
was originally coated with unpigmented limewash, like the wall plaster below it.  There is 
a layer of wood pulp-based wallpaper on top of this limewash.  The presence of wood 
pulp dates the paper to after at least 1845 when wood pulp began to be added to the 
papermaking process.  The paint directly on top of the wood pulp wallpaper can be 
aligned with the seventh-generation pinkish-cream color found on the woodwork in room 
101.  This is followed by only three more layers of the most recent paints. 
 
101A-3. West wall, panel left of raised panel door (remnants of darkened wallpaper 
below paint). 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

7. Pinkish cream color      

Wallpaper substrate       

1. Limewash       

8. Gray       

Tannish wallpaper print layer       
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Room 102 Parlor (Southwest Room) Analysis Results 

 

The woodwork in the parlor is the most elaborate in the house, and Garvin hypothesized 
that it is the work of a highly skilled joiner who worked only on this room, with the rest 
of the woodwork in the house done by less trained craftsmen.  He dates the woodwork to 
the 1760s and suggests the chimneypiece relates to a similar one in the ca. 1765 Jacob 
Treadwell House.  This Portsmouth house was demolished in 1957, but the mantelpiece 
was donated to Strawbery Banke Museum.   
 
Finch noted that all the floorboards are new in this room, and he stated that “Except for 
the fireplace mantel and the door to its left, all the woodwork appears to be original 
(corner post casings, door and door frame to the center hall, cornice and window 
casings).  He seems to have based this assessment of the mantel on its lack of the “earliest 
Spanish brown paint layer”, suggesting the mantel and door appear to be from a late 18th 
or early 19th-century restoration of this room.  The comparative paint histories on the 
woodwork in this room are examined more closely here to determine whether this 
hypothesis can be supported with the paint evidence.  Two samples were taken from the 
mantel and two were taken from the northwest door and architrave for comparison to the 
paints on the east wall door, the corner post and baseboards. 
 

The investigations on site suggested that early coarse tannish plaster remains below the 
current wallpaper, and similar plaster was observed on the ceiling.  One sample was taken 
of the ceiling plaster for analysis.  
 
North Wall Southwest Room   Southwest Corner Southwest Room 

   
 
Room 102 Parlor (Southwest Room) Sample Locations  
102-1.  Ceiling plaster in southwest corner. 
102-2.  West wall, south corner, crown molding of cornice. 
102-3.  West wall, south window, top inside corner of architrave, right side. 
102-4.  West wall, southwest corner, top of chamfer of corner post. 
102-5.  West wall, southwest corner, narrow baseboard. 
102-6.  North wall mantel, edge of dentil molding, right side. 
102-7.  North wall, top edge of door in northwest corner. 
102-8.  Northwest corner, door architrave, upper right corner. 
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102-9. North wall, wide baseboard right of mantel in northeast corner. 
102-10. North wall, base plinth for pilaster, right side of mantel. 
102-11. East wall, inner molding of double door architrave, left side, about 4 ½-feet up 
from floor. 
102-12.  East wall, left side of door, about 4 ½-feet up from floor. 
 
102-1, 102-2 and 102-3   102-4 

   
102-5      102-6 

   
102-7 and 102-8    102-9 
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102-10      102-11 and 102-12 

   
 
Room 102 Woodwork.  The earliest paints, which appear to date to the 1760s, were found 
in sample 102-2 from the cornice, 102-4 from the corner post, and 102-5 and 102-9 from 
different sections of baseboard.  The earliest paints on the cornice and corner post consist 
of two generations of coarsely ground dark yellow paint, followed by two generations of 
cream-colored paint.  All these paints contain lead white and linseed oil, based on their 
characteristic pinkish-yellow autofluorescence in reflected ultraviolet light.  The original 
dark yellow paint is composed of yellow ochre, red ochre, white lead, and calcium 
carbonate.  Sample 102-2 below is a good example of this early paint chronology.   
 
The fourth generation cream color in cross-section 102-4 from the corner post is 
considerably grimier than other areas of the room, but otherwise matches the cornice. The 
fifth generation is a gray paint containing zinc white, which dates it to after about 1845.  
The paints on the mantel dentil (102-6) approximately match the cornice paint 
chronology, suggesting both elements were installed at the same time.  Comparative 
evidence shows the plinth for the mantel (102-10) was picked out in red-brown over the 
first dark yellow to match the original baseboard paint color. 
 
102-2. West wall, south corner, crown molding of cornice. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   

2. Coarse dark yellow       

5. Gray with zinc white         

1. Dark yellow         

3. Cream color        

4. Cream color        

7. Off-white         
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102-2. West wall, south corner, crown molding of cornice.  Pigments in the original dark 
yellow paint: yellow ochre, red ochre, white lead, and calcium carbonate. 
Plane polarized transmitted light  1000X Crossed polars (darkfield)  1000X 

   
 
102-4.  West wall, southwest corner, top of chamfer of corner post. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

4. Cream color   

1. Dark yellow   

2. Dark yellow   
3. Cream color  

7 to 12. 20th-century paints      

Grime 

6. Cream color      

5. Gray     
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By comparison, the paints on the north wall door (102-7) begin at generation 4.  The 
chart below shows how the woodwork paints in room 102 can be aligned. 
 
Room 102 Comparative Woodwork Paint Stratigraphy 
Based on cast cross-sections and uncast samples  

Room 102 

Generation/Layer 

101-2 

Cornice  

102-3  

Window 

architrave 

102-4 

Corner 

post  

102-5 

102-9 

102-10 

Baseboard 

and 

mantel 

pilaster 

plinth  

102-6 

Mantel 

dentil 

102-7 

N. wall 

door, NW 

corner  

 

102-8 

N. wall 

door 

architrave 

102-11 

E. wall door 

architrave 

102-12 

E. wall door  

12. Off-white           
11. Cream color            
10. Gray-green          Missing 
9.  Off-white        Missing 
8.  Off-white          Missing 
7.  Off-white         Missing 
6. Cream color            Missing 
5. Gray with zinc 
white   

        

4. Cream color     Missing     
3. Cream color     Missing  Missing    
2. Coarse dark 
yellow 

     Missing  Missing    

1. Coarse dark 
yellow  

   Red brown   Missing   

Wood with shellac 
sealant 

        

 
102-6.  North wall mantel, edge of dentil molding, right side.    
Visible Light  100X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light 100X 

   

5. Gray         

Wood        

4. Dark cream color          

1. Dark yellow   

3. Cream color    

6. Cream color          

7. Off-white     
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102-7.  North wall, top edge of door in northwest corner. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
Approximately twelve generations of paint were found on the baseboards.  The paint 
chronology found on the two sections of baseboards (which differ in width) begins with a 
coarsely ground red-brown paint like that found as the earliest baseboard paint in room 
101.  The second generation is the same dark yellow paint found in the same context on 
the rest of the 1760s woodwork.  Samples 102-5 and 101-9 provide very good examples 
of the original red-brown and second-generation dark yellow baseboard paints.    
 
102-5.  West wall, southwest corner, narrow baseboard. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

1. Deep red-brown 

2. Dark yellow  

5. Light gray on gray primer (contains zinc white)    

6. Off-white     

7. Cream color      

8. Off-white     

9. Off-white     

10. Gray green      

5. Gray (contains zinc white)    

4. Cream color     

Wood     

6. Cream color     

7 to 12 20th –century paints     
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102-9. North wall, wide baseboard right of mantel in northeast corner. 
Visible Light  200X Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
Visible Light  200X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
102-8.  Northwest corner, door architrave, upper right corner. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   

1. Red-brown  

2. Dark yellow        
 2. Coarse greenish yellow       

 2. Coarse greenish yellow       
 

1. Red-brown  

Wood   

12. Gray green      

7. Cream color  

8. Off-white  

10. Off-white  

9. Off-white  

6. Off-white (contains off-white  

13. Cream color       

14. Cream color       

1. Dark yellow   

2. Coarse dark yellow   

3. Cream color    
4. Cream color    

5. Light cream color    

6. Off-white (contains zinc white)    

7. Cream color     
8. Cream color     
9. Dark cream color    

10. Pale yellow     
11. Light gray     

12. Off-white     
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102-10. North wall, base plinth for pilaster, right side of mantel. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
102-12.  East wall, left side of door, about 4 ½-feet up from floor. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
 

1. Dark yellow   

Wood   

2. Dark yellow   

1. Red-brown on dark yellow base coat    

11. Light gray  

3. Coarse cream color    

4. Cream color    

11. Light gray  

12. Off-white      
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Room 102 Plaster.  The coarse sandy plaster on the ceiling in room 102 closely resembles 
the plaster in room 101, the sitting room.  There is no evidence of limewash on the 
surface, so it is likely the earliest limewashes or distempers were removed during the 
twentieth-century restorations.   
 
102-1.  Ceiling plaster in southwest corner. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
UV Light & TTC for carbohydrates  100X 
+ for carbohydrates on the surface and in the plaster  
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Room 103 Kitchen Analysis Results  

 
The kitchen is quite complicated in terms of alterations, with a closet in the northeast 
corner that may be a later installation, a reused girt over the fireplace that could be from 
the older house, and replacement window frames that likely date to the 1923 restoration.  
Garvin noted that the upper panel over the fireplace is “relatively new” as it is a 
replacement for the one damaged by the funnel of a kitchen range.  Finch described the 
fireplace paneling, the doors and corner posts as original (1760s) and felt the closet in the 
northwest corner could be early or original.  He also described the sheathing to the north 
of the windows as original, and felt that the board sheathing for the rear stair in the 
northwest corner is also early or original.  All these elements were sampled for analysis 
to comparatively date the woodwork paints.  The plasters on the west wall and inside the 
northwest closet were also sampled to search for evidence of early finishes. 
 
East Wall Room 103 Kitchen 

   
Northwest Corner Stair Enclosure Room 103 Kitchen 

   
 
Room 103 Kitchen Sample Locations  
103-1. East wall, south window architrave, left side (replacement windows). 
103-2. East wall, top edge of chair rail, just south of north window. 
103-3. South wall, stile left of raised paneling above fireplace. 
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103-4. South wall, left side, lower raised panel. 
103-5. South wall, cornice above fireplace. 
103-6. North wall, board door for closet in northeast corner. 
103-7. West wall chair rail, lower edge in southwest corner. 
103-8. West wall, baseboard, southwest corner (many layers of wallpaper overlapping 
onto baseboard). 
103-9. North wall, door into closet in northwest corner. 
103-10. North wall, paneling for stair enclosure edge of panel, could be 20th-century. 
103-11. Board door leading up to stairs. 
103-12. West wall, door leading to passage, left side, upper panel. 
103-13. West wall plaster, left of door, above chair rail (remnants of dark yellow 
distemper). 
103-14. West wall, door architrave, left side. 
103-15. West wall of closet interior, northwest corner. 
103-16. Flooring in corners. 
 
103-1 and 103-2    103-3 and 103-4  

   
103-5      103-6 
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103-7      103-8 

   
103-9 and 103-10    103-11 (Door surface on room side) 

   
103-12, 103-13 and 103-14   103-15 
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Room 103 Woodwork.  Comparative evidence from the most complete samples taken 
from the narrow overmantel paneling (103-3 and 103-4), the cornice (103-5) and the door 
architrave (103-14) indicates these elements on the south wall were originally dark gray.  
The paints on the baseboard (103-8) and the west wall door leading to the stair hall (103-
12), indicate that some of the original (1760s) woodwork paint was red-brown, like the 
1760s woodwork in the central hall (room 100).   
 
Sample 103-5 from the cornice above the fireplace is a helpful reference as it contains 20 
generations of paint, some of which are quite brilliantly colored.  The photomicrographs 
for 103-5 are included below for reference. 
 
103-5. South wall, cornice above fireplace. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
The distinct variations in paint colors make it possible to identify the paints that relate to 
the later elements in the room.  The comparative paint histories indicate that certain 
elements, such as the east wall chair rail (103-2), the door to the northeast closet (103-6), 
the west wall chair rail (103-7), the paneling for the stair enclosure (103-10), board door 
leading to the stairs (103-11) are slightly later additions.  Only the first red brown paint is 
missing from the chair rails, the northwest closet door and the stair enclosure paneling.  
Paint generations 1 and 2 are missing from the board door for the northeast closet, 
suggesting it is a somewhat later addition to the room.   
 

5. Gray with varnish   
4. Cream color    
3. Light gray     
2. Cream color with oil-resin varnish   

6. Deep red     

7. Deep red     
8. Orange      
9. Salmon pink with varnish     

10. Pale orange      
11. Tan with varnish     
12. Light gray      

13. Deep red glaze on cream color     
14. Dull yellow      
15. Dull yellow      

16. Dark orange     

17. Light blue      
19. Dull light green      
20. Dull light green      

1. Gray trapped in wood   
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Binding media analysis of 103-5 confirms that all the paints are oil-bound (with the 
fluorochrome RHOB).  There are minor carbohydrate components (TTC) and protein 
components (FITC) in the most recent paints which are consistent with organic fillers 
added to modern paints.  Pigment analysis shows the original red-brown paint is 
composed of red ochre, burnt sienna, yellow ochre, red lead and calcium carbonate. 
The original gray paint on the mantel paneling, door architrave, and cornice is may be 
composed of white lead, lampblack and calcium carbonate, but it could not be 
confidently sample for polarized light microscopy analysis as the original paint is too 
fragmentary and compromised. 
 
An important reference is the paint history in 103-1 from the window architrave, which 
does not align with the rest of the room until generation 5.  The first two off-white paints 
on the architrave do not match any paints in the room, so these windows may have been 
reused from another house or another location.  It is difficult to imagine that only four 
generations of paint were applied between the 1760s and the 1923 restoration work, so it 
is possible there were nineteenth-century paint removal efforts in this room before 
repainting. 
 
The  comparative paint stratigraphies are quite complex, so the findings from the doors, 
architraves, paneling and chair rails are presented first, followed by a discussion of the 
baseboard paints, and then the flooring paints.  The following chart shows how the paint 
histories compare on the elements sampled for this investigation. 
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Room 103 Comparative Woodwork Paint Stratigraphy 
Room 103 

Generation/Layer 

103-3 

103-4 

103-5 

103-12* 

103-14 

103-1 

E. wall 

window 

architrave 

103-2 

E. wall 

chair rail   

103-7 

W. wall 

chair rail 

103-9 

N. wall, 

closet door 

in NW 

corner 

103-6 

N. wall 

board 

door for 

NE closet 

103-8 

W. wall 

baseboard*  

103-10 

Stair 

enclosure 

paneling  

103-11 

Door to 

rear 

stairs 

Observations  

19 & 20. Most 
recent light dull 
greens 

        

18.            
17. Light blue         
16. Dark orange      Missing   
15. Dull  yellow      Missing  Wallpaper overlapped 

onto door architrave 
103-14 

14. Dull yellow      Missing   
13. Deep red on 
cream color   

     Missing   

12. Light gray       Missing   
11. Tan with varnish       Missing   
10. Pale orange       Missing   
9. Salmon pink       Missing     
8. Orange        Missing  Wallpaper overlapped 

onto baseboard 103-8 
7. Deep red     Wallpaper 

overlap 
Missing  Tan wall paint 

overlapped onto 
baseboard 103-8 

6. Deep red      Tan wall 
paint overlap 

Missing   

5. Gray with varnish      Missing Missing  Window trim installed 
4. Cream color    Off-white*    Light gray Missing   
3. Light gray   Off-white*   (103-7)   Missing  Deep yellow distemper 

wall paint overlapped 
onto baseboard 103-8 

2. Cream color with 
varnish  

 Missing   Missing Brown   Missing *The window trim has 
two paints that predate 
installation in the 
kitchen 

1. Gray mantel 
paneling and 
cornice 

 
 

Missing  Missing Missing Red-brown  Missing Missing 103-3, 103-4, 103-5, 
103-14 start with gray 

Wood with shellac 
sealant 

        

* West wall door architrave was originally red-brown like the baseboards (103-12) 
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103-1. East wall, south window architrave, left side (replacement windows).   
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
103-2. East wall, top edge of chair rail, just south of north window. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 

5. Gray with varnish   

6. Deep red     

6. Red    

8. Orange  
9. Salmon  

5. Gray with varnish  

Off-white   
Off-white    

3. Light gray      
2. Cream color        

8. Orange      
9. Salmon     
10. Light orange      

Wood     

11    
12    

13    
14    

20    

Wood    

10  to 20  
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103-3. South wall, stile left of raised paneling above fireplace.     
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
103-4. South wall, left side, lower raised panel. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

2. Light gray  

3. Light gray  

4. Cream color   

15 to 20     

5. Gray with varnish    

6. Deep red     
5. Gray with varnish     

2. Light gray  

4. Cream color      

8  
9    

10 to 20    

6 & 7    

8
    

9
    

10    
11    
12    
13    

14  

Wood   

1. Gray trapped in wood   

1. Gray trapped in wood   
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103-5. South wall, cornice above fireplace. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
UV Light & TTC for carbohydrates  100X UV Light & RHOB for oils  100X 
Weak + reactions in generations 18-20 Strong + reactions in all layers  

   
B-2A filter  100X    B-2A filter & FITC for proteins  100X 

   
 

1. Gray trapped in wood   
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103-6. North wall, board door for closet in northeast corner. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
103-7. West wall chair rail, lower edge in southwest corner. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

10 to 20    

20. Dull light green      

6 & 7      

16      

17      

8      
9     
8      
6     
5     
4     
3     

5     

6     
8     

3    

9    

9    
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103-9. North wall, door into closet in northwest corner. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
103-10. North wall, paneling for stair enclosure edge of panel. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
103-11. Board door leading up to stairs. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

17. Light blue    

20. Dull green     
18. Light gray   

2. Light gray on cream-colored primer  

Wood   

3. Light gray  

2. Light gray on cream-colored primer  

Wood   

4. Cream color   
5. Gray with varnish   

8. Orange    

6 & 7. Reds     

9. Salmon  
10. Pale orange    
11. Tan with varnish    
12. Light gray     

6 & 7.    

9    
10   

5    

11 to 20   

3  
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103-12. West wall, door leading to passage, left side, upper panel. 
Visible Light  100X    Visible Light  200X 

   
 
103-14. West wall, door architrave, left side. 
Visible Light  100X        

   

1. Red brown    

2. Light gray on cream-colored primer  
3. Light gray   

11 to 20   

1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
6
6  

7   
8  
9 & 10  

Wallpaper overlap onto architrave  

20. Most recent dull green     

6 & 7. Deep reds    

5. Tan with varnish    

4. Cream color     

8. Orange    
9. Salmon    
10. Pale orange    

1. Gray on wood    
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103-14. West wall, door architrave, left side. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

2. Light gray on cream-colored primer   

3. Light gray  
 

1. Gray on wood     

5. Gray with varnish    
7. Deep red    

6. Deep red    

8. Orange     

Wallpaper overlap onto architrave  

9. Salmon     
10. Pale orange     
11. Tan with varnish 
12. Light gray    
13. Deep red on cream      
14. Cream color     
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Baseboards.  When the baseboard was examined on site it was surprising to find layers of 
wallpaper sandwiched between some of the early paint layers.  These papers must be 
overlaps from the wall plaster.  The comparative cross-section evidence suggests that this 
area of the baseboards retains the original red brown paint layer, followed by brown paint 
in generation 2.  There are two deep yellow distemper paints on top of the brown paint 
which are overlaps of wall paint, as they were not found on any other areas of woodwork.  
There is an overlap of early rag-based wallpaper on top of this yellow distemper paint, 
which suggests the walls were originally painted twice with yellow distemper before the 
first generation of wallpaper was applied.   
 
There is a light gray paint in generation 3 which aligns with the light gray in the same 
generation on other woodwork.  Generation 4 is a similar light gray. Two more 
overlapping wall coatings appear after generation 4 -- a coarse tan paint followed by a 
layer of wallpaper.  From generation 8 to the present the stratigraphy in sample 103-8 
shows that the paints on the baseboard matched the rest of the kitchen woodwork. 
 
103-8. West wall, baseboard, southwest corner. 
Visible Light  200X Paint flake   Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   

3. Light gray   

4. Light gray   

Tan wall paint   

8. Orange 

11. Tan with varnish 

12. Light gray  

14. Dull light yellow   
15. Dull light yellow   

17. Light blue    

18. Light gray    
19. Dull light green    20. Dull light green    

Wallpaper    
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103-8. West wall, baseboard, southwest corner. 
Visible Light  200X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
103-8. West wall, baseboard, southwest corner. Pigments in the original red-brown 
baseboard paint: red ochre, burnt sienna, yellow ochre, red lead and calcium carbonate. 
Plane polarized transmitted light  1000X Crossed polars (darkfield)  1000X 

   
 

1. Red-brown   
2. Light brown    

  Deep yellow wall paint 

 Deep yellow wall paint 

Wood  
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103-8. West wall, baseboard, southwest corner.  
Overlap of rag-based wallpaper on top of deep yellow distemper wall paint. 
Uncast sample of wallpaper photographed upside down to show the yellow distemper 
paint remnants which were painted over the baseboard. 
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Flooring. No early paints were found in sample 103-16 from a protected area of flooring 
around the edge of the room.  There are remnants of gray paint in the wood, followed by 
two finely ground brown paints.  It is not possible to date the earliest gray paint as the 
wood substrate is disrupted and fissured, suggested that if there were 18th-century 
coatings they were aggressively stripped away in the twentieth century. 
 
103-16. Flooring in corners. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   

Modern medium brown    

Modern brown    

Gray paint remnants in wood    
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Room 103 Plaster.  When the plaster surfaces were examined on site at 10X with an 
illuminated loupe it was possible to see the remains of a chalky deep yellow paint on top 
of the plaster where it abutted the left architrave of the west wall door.  The plaster 
coatings are disturbed by wallpaper removal in some areas, and there are thick 
accumulations of later wall paints.  It is difficult to distinguish the original yellow 
distemper on the plaster in sample 103-13 because a later oil-bound yellow paint flowed 
around wallpaper fragments.  But, there are still areas of the original yellow distemper 
paint trapped on the uneven surface of the plaster which can be discerned in portions of 
the uncast plaster samples.    
 
The evidence in this sample, and in sample 103-8 from an area where wallpapers and 
paints overlapped onto the baseboard, indicates that the original (1760s) wall treatment 
was deep yellow distemper paint (a traditional paint bound in dilute hide glue) composed 
of the pigments yellow ochre, calcium carbonate, and scattered burnt sienna. 
 
103-13. West wall plaster, left of door, above chair rail. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
103-13. West wall plaster, left of door, above chair rail. 
Plaster surface photographed at 40X to show the yellow distemper remnants 

 

Wallpaper fragment     

Later yellow oil-based paint     

Yellow distemper in interstices of  plaster     
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103-13. West wall plaster, left of door, above chair rail.  Pigments in the original 
distemper wall paint layer: yellow ochre, calcium carbonate, and scattered burnt sienna 
particles. 
Plane polarized transmitted light  1000X Crossed polars (darkfield)  1000X 
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Room 104 Northwest Room Analysis Results 

 
The northwest room was connected to an ell at the rear of the house.  The date of the ell 
is not known, but there were alterations to the north wall when the ell was removed.  
Finch noted that the rear window is probably modern (possibly 20th-century) and related 
to that alteration.  There is an early corner post just to the east of this window which may 
have come from another area of the 1730s house.   
 
Finch observed that the firebox and fireplace paneling appear to be old, and Garvin 
identified the room as combining 18th-century joinery with “a few Federal-style 
elements.”  He identified the door casings on the south wall and the fireplace paneling as 
Georgian in style and likely undisturbed since their installation.  Garvin identified that 
doors on the east and south walls as an early Federal style.   
 
Ten samples were taken from the fireplace paneling, door and window architraves, the 
window sill, several doors and the corner post to establish datable paint chronologies.  
The plaster in the closet was also sampled to look for early coatings. 
 
Northeast Corner Room 104  South Wall Room 104 

   
 
Room 104 Northwest Room Sample Locations 
104-1. East wall door, top right corner, top panel. 
104-2. East wall door architrave, top left corner. 
104-3. North wall, tapered corner post (moved from somewhere in the first period house). 
104-4. South wall, wood panel above west closet door (now painted like plaster wall). 
104-5. South wall, west corner of cornice above chimneybreast. 
104-6. South wall, west corner of chimneybreast, just below cornice. 
104-7. North wall, window architrave, left side. 
104-7A. South wall door architrave. 
104-8. North wall window sill, underside. 
104-9. South wall, west closet door. left side, upper left panel.  
104-10. Limewashes in plaster east closet, south wall, west interior wall. 
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104-1 and 104-2    104-3 

    
104-4, 104-5 and 104-6 

 
104-7       104-8 
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104-7A    104-10 

   
 
Room 104 Woodwork.  Fifteen generations of paint were found in the most complete 
samples from the east wall door (104-1), the corner post (104-3), the chimneybreast (104-
6), and a south wall door architrave (104-7A).  Sample 104-7A is illustrated below for 
reference.  The original (1760s) woodwork paint in this space was gray with an oil-resin 
varnish coating, followed by tannish-gray paint with a varnish coating in the second 
generation.  The earliest gray paint is missing in the cross-section from the wood panel 
above the closet door on the south wall (104-4), but is present in uncast portions of 
samples from the same area.  This panel is now painted white to look like wall plaster, 
but the comparative evidence suggests it was generally painted to match the woodwork.  
The paints on two elements – the east wall door trim (104-2) and the window trim (104-
7) begin at the dull yellow paint identified as the fourth generation.  So they both may 
have been installed when the ell was removed.  
 
104-7A. South wall, door architrave, left side of west closet. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   

2. Tannish-gray with varnish     
3. Medium gray     

4. Dull yellow     
5. Light gray     
6. Tan  

10. Dark yellow  

15. Pinkish brown   
14. Red brown   

13. Red brown on white primer   

11. Green    

12. Off white    

9. Light green    

1. Gray with varnish     

8. Tan 

7. Light gray  
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The chart with the comparative paint stratigraphies for room 104 shows how the paint 
layers can be aligned on the original, as well as the later, elements. 
 
Room 104 Comparative Woodwork Paint Stratigraphy  
Based on cast cross-sections and uncast samples  

Room 103 

Generation/Layer 

104-1 E. wall door  

104-3 corner post 

104-5 cornice 

104-6 chimney 

breast 

104-7A S. wall 

door architrave 

W. closet 

104-2 E. wall 

door architrave 

104-7 N. wall 

window 

architrave 

104-8 N. wall 

window sill 

104-4 Panel 

above west 

closet 

 104-9  

West closet 

door  

Observations  

16. White  Missing Missing  Missing  
15. Pinkish brown       
14. Red brown      
13. Red brown on 
white primer    

     

12.  Off white         
11. Green        
10. Dark yellow       
9. Light green       
8. Tan       
7. Light gray         
6. Tan       
5. Light gray        
4. Dull yellow          May date to 

removal of the ell  
3. Medium gray   Missing      Paints from 

another room 
predate 
generation 4 

  

2. Tannish-gray 
with varnish  

 Missing      

1. Gray with varnish   
 

Missing      

Wood with shellac 
sealant 
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104-1. East wall door, top right corner, top panel. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
104-3. North wall, tapered corner post (moved from somewhere in the first period house). 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
104-4. South wall, wood panel above west closet door. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   

4. Dull yellow  
11. Green   

3. Medium gray  
2. Tannish-gray with varnish     

12. Off-white      

7 to 15 

13. Red brown on white primer 

15. Pinkish brown 

16. Off-white 

1. Gray with varnish     
2. Tannish-gray with varnish     3     

4     6    

14. Red brown   

4. Dull yellow  

1. Gray  

3. Light gray   
2. Tan with varnish  

5 to 15  
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The original gray paint is present in uncast portions of samples from the panel above the 
closet on the south wall (104-4) and the cornice (104-5). 
 
104-5. South wall, west corner of cornice above chimneybreast. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
104-6. South wall, west corner of chimneybreast, just below cornice. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
1. Gray with varnish     

2. Tannish-gray with varnish     

3. Medium gray     

4. Dull yellow with varnish     
5. Light gray     

6. Tan     

7. Gray     

4. Dull yellow  
5. Light gray      

3. Medium gray     

2. Tannish-gray with varnish     

11. Green     

6. Tan     
7. Gray  
8. Tan 
9. Light green   
10. Deep yellow   
11. Green 

12. Off-white      

12. Off-white  

13. Red brown on white primer 

15. Pinkish brown  

13. Red brown on white primer 

14. Red brown  
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The comparative findings in samples from the east wall door architrave (104-2) and the 
north wall window architrave (104-7) show that these elements were installed concurrent 
with the dull yellow paint applied in generation 4.  These two elements are then likely 
related to changes made to the room after the ell was removed. 
 
104-2. East wall door architrave, top left corner. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
104-7. North wall, window architrave, left side. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

4. Dull yellow  

Wood  

5. Light gray   
6. Tan   

9. Light green  

11. Green  

10. Deep yellow  

15. Pinkish brown  

13. Red brown   
14. Red brown   

13. Red brown   

4. Dull yellow  

7. Light gray   

5. Light gray   
6. Tan   

7 to 15   
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The comparative paint history in sample 104-9 from the west closet door on the south 
wall suggests that it was moved from another room as it has approximately eight 
generations of cream-colored, greenish cream-colored and off-white paints that predate 
the dull yellow paint in generation 4, which is the first layer in this sequence that aligns 
with the paints in this room.  This dull yellow paint was also found as the first layer on 
the window, which was installed after the door to the ell was removed.  Perhaps this door 
was moved from the ell, or from another room in this building. 
 
104-9. South wall, west closet door, left side, upper left panel.  
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
Room 104 Plaster. The limewash sample from the east closet (104-10) was not cast for 
analysis, but it was possible to observe approximately eight generations of unpigmented 
limewash at 45X magnifications. There are distinct accumulations of dirt between each of 
the limewashes. 
 
  
 
 
 

10. Deep yellow   
9. Light green    

4. Dull yellow  
5. Light gray   
6. Tan  
7. Light gray  

11.Green   

8 generations of paint which predate 
installation in room 104  

12 to 15  
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Room 200 Second-floor Passage Analysis Results   

 
Only six samples were taken from this circulation space because the second floor of an 
open stair hall would typically be painted to match the first floor.  The unusual feature is 
the window on the north wall at the stair landing.  Finch describes it as a compass-headed 
window which appears to date to the 18th century, based on its muntin profiles.  He 
observed that the floor boards appear to be “original or old, as are the doors and door 
casings leading to the adjacent rooms, and the various post casings.”  Garvin described 
the staircase as having balusters with a pattern typical of 1840-50, although he identified 
the handrail, newel post, and angle posts as original (1760s).  Six samples were taken 
from the north wall window and trim, the newel post and handrail, a baseboard, and one 
door to characterize the finishes. 
 
North Wall Room 200 Central Passage Landing 

   
 
Room 200 Second-floor Passage Sample Locations  
200-1. North wall, trim for arched window, backband, left side. 
200-2. West wall, base along stairs at edge of top molding. 
200-3. Top edge of newel post on west side. 
200-4. Lower edge of handrail on west side at landing. 
200-5. North wall, panel below window, left side. 
200-6. West wall, south door. 
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200-1      200-2 

   
200-3 and 200-4    200-5 

   
 
Room 200 Woodwork.  One surprising discovery during the sampling process was an 
early blue paint on the north wall window architrave and the paneling below the window.  
This distinctive color was not observed anywhere else in the first and second-floor center 
passage.  Samples 200-1 and 200-5 retain evidence that the original paint on the north 
wall woodwork and window elements was an oil-bound, Prussian blue-based paint.  It is 
the first layer on top of the wood in 200-1, and it was left exposed for long enough to 
become degraded before being painted over with a grayish-yellow paint.  The same 
grayish-yellow was also found as generation 7 on other areas of stair passage woodwork. 
 
With the exception of the original blue paint on the north wall woodwork, the paints on 
the second-floor woodwork match the first floor.  The comparative cross-sections suggest 
that the second floor was repainted less frequently from generation 3 through 6, but this 
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space was also not sampled as extensively as the first floor so some early paint evidence 
may be missing in this small group of cross-sections.  Sample 200-1 (below) retains the 
best evidence of the original blue paint, and the generations are labeled based on their 
correspondence with the first-floor passage woodwork paint stratigraphy. 
 
200-1. North wall, trim for arched window, backband, left side. 
Visible Light  200X Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
Visible Light  200X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
UV Light & RHOB for oils  Substrate 
+ for oils in all layers 

 
 

1. Deep blue      

1. Deep blue      

7. Grayish-yellow with varnish       

7. Grayish-yellow with varnish       

9. Graining with yellow base coat  

15. Light gray        

16. Off-white        

14. Off-white        

11. Cream color         

13. Off-white        
12. Off-white        

8. Off-white        
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200-1. North wall, trim for arched window, backband, left side. Pigments in the original 
blue paint: Prussian blue, white lead and calcium carbonate. 
Plane polarized transmitted light  1000X Crossed polars (darkfield)  1000X 

   
 
The original blue paint in sample 200-5 was dislodged and trapped in a later paint when 
the surfaces of the paneling were scraped and repainted. But this evidence confirms that 
the paneling below the window was painted in the same manner as the window trim.  
Perhaps this blue paint corresponded with the original wallpaper in the stair hall. 
 
200-5. North wall, panel below window, left side. 
Visible Light  100X  

  

1. Dislodged blue paint flake      

9. Graining on yellow base coat      
10. Deep yellow      

11 to 16      

8. Off-white      
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200-1. North wall, trim for arched window, backband, left side. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
Cross-section analysis shows that the newel post was either quite thoroughly stripped, or 
there was significant paint loss from general wear and tear as the first paint layer in 
sample 202-3 is generation 9 in the paint stratigraphy.  The paints on the baseboard along 
the stairs begins at the yellowish-gray paint identified as generation 7, so perhaps most of 
the earliest paints are also missing in this vulnerable area.  Typically the baseboards in 
the first and second-floor passages were painted the same, and the baseboard paints in 
most of the rooms was originally red-brown, so it makes sense to interpret this baseboard 
as originally painted red-brown as well.   
 
The coating history on the door (200-6) begins with a medium gray paint, followed by a 
yellowish-gray paint in generation 7 that was found on other areas of stair hall 
woodwork. The first gray paint on this door is quite different from the red brown found 
as the original paint on the west wall door on the first floor (100-3) and the closet door 
(100-9). But gray paint was found as the original coating on the closet door in room 202 
(202-3) and on the interior surface of the door to the center hall from the northwest room 
(104-1). 
 
200-2. West wall, base along stairs at edge of top molding. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 

9. Graining on yellow base coat     

7. Yellowish-gray       

10. Deep yellow      

Wood      

8. Off-white       

11 to 16       

1. Dislodged blue paint flake      
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200-6. West wall, south door. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
200-3. Top edge of newel post on west side. 
Visible Light  200X  Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
Sample 200-4 from the handrail retains what appears to be the original brown pigmented 
stain which seeped into the wood fibers.  The second generation is a deep red stain, 
followed by shellac in the third generation.  These early coatings are translucent, so they 
did not obscure the figure of the wood.  The fourth generation is deep red paint, followed 
by two brown-pigmented varnishes.  This evidence indicates the hand rail was always a 
glossy brown or red brown. 
 
200-4. Lower edge of handrail on west side at landing. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
 
 

9. Graining on yellow base coat     

10 to 16     

1. Brown stain      
2. Deep red stain  

4. Deep red paint       

5 & 6. Brown-pigmented varnishes      

7. Synthetic resin varnish       

7. Yellowish-gray       

1. Medium gray      

Wood      

3. Shellac  
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Room 201 Southeast Chamber Analysis Results   

 
The paints on the woodwork in the southeast chamber are actively flaking, revealing a 
dull tan paint below the most recent whites.  The wallpaper has been removed from the 
plaster walls, which left scrapes and gouges in the original plaster.  This is the second 
best chamber, and Garvin described the paneling as 18th century with two panel doors and 
original H-hinges with foliated leaves.  Finch also described this room as largely original.  
Seven samples were taken from the woodwork, flooring and plaster in this room to 
identify the finishes. 
 
North Wall Room 201 Southeast Chamber 

 
Southeast Corner Room 201 
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Room 201 Southeast Chamber Sample Locations  
201-1. South wall plaster, right of window. 
201-2, Corner post, southwest corner, about 4 ½-feet up from floor. 
201-3. West wall door, left side of top panel. 
201-4. Overmantel panel, left side, lower panel. 
201-5. West wall baseboard, right of passage door. 
201-6. West wall flooring. 
201-7. Limewashes in closet, west wall. 
 
201-1 and 201-2    201-3 

   
201-4      201-5 and 201-6 
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201-7 Closet interior     203-7 

   
 
Room 201 Woodwork.  The evidence in the most intact samples of woodwork suggest 
that there are approximately ten generations of paint remaining, with the original paint 
being coarsely ground dark yellow paint on the paneling (201-4) and corner post (201-2), 
and red-brown paint on the baseboard (201-5).  The second generation is a dark tan paint. 
None of the cross-sections retain a complete paint stratigraphy, but the coating history 
can be reconstructed from this group of four samples.  The door paint history in 201-3 is 
the most compromised, but the door seems to have matched the woodwork in the first 
two paint generations.   
 
One sample was taken from the flooring, but no early paints were found.  The wood 
substrate in 201-6 is grimy and eroded, and there is a relatively recent (20th-century) gray 
paint on top of the dirty wood.  It is possible that the grimy, damaged condition of the 
wood means that the flooring in this room was initially left unpainted.  The two paints 
that follow the gray are a thin tan paint and a medium green. The following chart shows 
how the woodwork paints can be aligned. 
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Room 201 Comparative Woodwork Paint Stratigraphy  
Room 201 

Generation/Layer 

201-2 Corner post 201-3 W. wall 

door 

201-4 

Overmantel 

panel 

 201-5 

Baseboard  

Observations  

10. Off-white        
9. Off-white       
8. Off-white  Missing      
7. Dull yellow    Missing       
6. Tan        
5. Off-white with 
varnish   

       

4. Light blue     Missing         
3. Tan  Varnish Missing    Missing   
2. Dark tan       Missing   
1. Coarse dark 
yellow  

 
 

 Missing Red-brown Only the base boards 
were red-brown 

Wood with shellac 
sealant 

      

 
201-2. Corner post, southwest corner, about 4 ½-feet up from floor. 
Visible Light  200X Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
Visible Light  200X Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

1. Coarsely ground dark yellow  

Wood   Shellac sealant in the wood  

2. Tan 
3. Varnish  

2. Tan     

1. Coarsely ground dark yellow    

5. Off-white with varnish    

6. Tan     

9. Off-white  

10. Off-white  

5. Off-white with varnish    
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201-3. West wall door, left side of top panel. 
Visible Light  100X  Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
Visible Light  200X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
201-4. Overmantel panel, left side, lower panel. 
Visible Light  100X  Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
 

1. Coarsely ground dark yellow  

1. Coarsely ground dark yellow  

Wood   
Wood with shellac sealant   

1. Coarsely ground dark yellow    

2. Tan    

3. Tan     
4. Light blue    

5. Off-white with varnish    

6. Light tan       

4. Light blue   
5. Off-white with varnish  

6. Tan   

7. Dull yellow   

8. Cream color    

9. Off-white    
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201-5. West wall baseboard, right of passage door. 
Visible Light  200X Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
Visible Light  200X  Substrate  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
201-6. West wall flooring. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

Wood with dirty surface  

Later 20th-century gray paint   

Wood with shellac sealant  Wood  

1. Red-brown  

1. Red-brown  

2. Tan   

7. Dull yellow   
6. Light tan    

8. Off-white    

9. Off-white    
10. Off-white    

5. Off-white with varnish   
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Room 201 Plaster.  Two areas of plaster were sampled for comparison.  The wall plaster 
in the room is badly gouged and scraped, but there is still one intact layer of unpigmented 
limewash in sample 201-1.  There is no dirt on the plaster below the limewash, 
suggesting it is the original finish on this wall plaster.  A second sample from the interior 
of the closet in the northwest corner retains four generations of unpigmented limewash 
(201-7).  This comparative evidence suggests that the walls in the room and the interior 
of the closet were limewashed at least four times before wallpaper was installed in the 
room. 
 
201-1. South wall plaster, right of window. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
201-7. Limewashes in closet, west wall. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
 

Plaster     

1. Unpigmented limewash     

1. Unpigmented limewash     
2. Unpigmented limewash     
3. Unpigmented limewash     
4. Unpigmented limewash     

Plaster      
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Room 202 Southwest Chamber Analysis Results  

 
The parlor chamber is the largest and best-appointed of the second-floor rooms.  Finch 
described most of the woodwork as original (1760s) to the room, with the exception of 
the horizontal paneling to the left of the fireplace.  He thinks that this odd arrangement of 
paneling may be constructed of several sets of door panels set on their sides.  There are 
also fragments of early wallpapers still attached to the east wall of the closet.  Eleven 
samples were taken from the woodwork, plaster and early wallpaper to identify the 
earliest finishes on the walls.  The woodwork paint evidence is described and illustrated 
first in this section, followed by the plaster evidence, and ending with the wallpaper 
findings. 
 
North Wall Room 202 Southwest Chamber 

 
 
Room 202 Southwest Chamber Sample Locations  
202-1. North wall, bed molding of cornice above fireplace. 
202-2. North wall, closet door architrave, top edge. 
202-3. North wall, closet door, left side, upper panel. 
202-4. East wall of closet, earliest two wallpapers. 
202-5. South wall plaster, west of window. 
202-6. North wall, edge of horizontal raised panel, top left corner, fourth panel up. 
202-7. North wall, west passage door, left side, top panel. 
202-8. East wall door, top left corner, top left panel. 
202-9. Flooring. 
202-10. Corner post, southwest corner, toward top. 
202-11. Southwest corner, baseboard plinth. 
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201-1      202-2 

   
202-3      202-4 

   
202-5      202-6 
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202-7      202-8 

   
202-10      202-11 
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Room 202 Woodwork.  When the woodwork was examined on site it appeared that the 
first layer on the wood was a dark tan or yellow coating, and there were significant paint 
accumulations on all the representative areas of woodwork.  One of the most intact cross-
sections is 202-1 from the bed molding of the cornice above the fireplace.  This is 
presumably an element dating to the 1760s.  The coating sequence begins with two 
separate generations of coarsely ground, dark yellow paint with grime between each 
layer.  The third generation is a coarse dark tan paint, followed by a light gray paint.  
There are twelve generations of paint in this sample and it can be used for comparison 
with other elements.  Sample 202-1 is below for reference. 
 
202-1. North wall, bed molding of cornice above fireplace. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
The same original coarse dark yellow paint was found on the closet door architrave (202-
2), the north wall passage door (202-7), the east wall door (202-8), and the corner post 
(202-10).  Several of these cross-sections are missing the second generation dark yellow 
paint, but the coating chronologies line up quite consistently.   
 
One puzzle is the coating history on the north wall closet door (202-3) which begins with 
gray paint, followed by the second-generation coarse dark yellow. Similar gray paint was 
found as the original coating on the room side of the east wall of the northwest room 
(104-1). In fact, the paint history on the north wall closet door in room 202 is almost 
identical to the east wall passage door in room 104 up to the most recent paints.  So 
perhaps this closet door was moved from room 104 in the 20th century. 
 
The coating history on the horizontal paneling matches the paints in the room beginning 
with the light green paint applied in generation 4.  The initial three paints layers – light 
green followed by two grays – does not match other paint chronologies identified in the 
house.  Perhaps these panels came from the ell, or they were reused from other houses. 
 

9. Graining on yellow base coat     

1. Coarse dark yellow      

2. Coarse dark yellow      
3. Dark tan       
4. Light gray       
5. Cream color       
6. Gray      
7. Cream color       

11. Off-white       
12. Off-white       
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The following chart shows how the woodwork paint histories can be aligned in room 202. 
 
Room 202 Comparative Woodwork Paint Stratigraphy  

Room 202 

Generation/Layer 

202-1 

Cornice 

202-2 Closet 

door 

architrave 

202-3 Closet 

door*  

202-6. N. 

horizontal 

panel**  

202-7. N. 

wall, W. 

passage 

door 

202-8. E. 

wall door  

202-10 

Corner post 

202-11. 

Base 

plinth 

11 - 16. Off-whites           
12. Pale yellow    Missing      Missing 
11. Off-white   Missing Off-white  Missing      
10. Cream color on 
off-white primer  

 Missing Off-white Missing     

9. Graining on yellow 
base coat 

  Green  Missing      

8. Off-white  Missing Missing Deep yellow  Missing    Missing Missing 
7. Cream       Missing Light green Missing  Missing   
6. Gray     Dark yellow Missing`     
5. Cream      Dark yellow       Missing 
4. Light green        Dull yellow        Missing 
3. Tan   Tan Light gray  Gray   Missing Missing   
2. Coarse dark yellow     Missing Tan  Light gray 

with varnish 
  Missing  Gray with 

varnish  
1. Coarse dark yellow    Gray Light green 

with varnish 
     

Wood with shellac 
sealant 

        

* Paints on north wall closet door match 104-1 from the east wall door in the northwest room. 
** Paints on the horizontal panel begin to match the room 202 woodwork paints at generation 4. 
 
202-2. North wall, closet door architrave, top edge. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 

9. Graining on yellow base coat     

3. Dark tan      

Wood       
1. Dark yellow    

4. Light green     

6. Gray      

12. Pale yellow      

13. Off-white       
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The paints on the closet door begin with remnants of a thin gray paint followed by a dark 
tan paint. The paint sequence on the closet door is a better match to the paints on the east 
wall door in the northwest room (104-1) than it is to the woodwork in room 202. 
 
202-3. North wall, closet door, left side, upper panel. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
104-1. East wall door, top right corner, top panel. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 

4. Dull yellow  

1. Gray  

3. Light gray   
2. Tan with varnish  

5 to 15  

1. Gray  

2. Tan 

3. Light gray 

4. Dull yellow 
5. Dark yellow 
6. Dark yellow 
7. Light green  
8. Deep yellow  
9. Green  
10. Off-white   
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202-6. North wall, edge of horizontal raised panel, top left corner, fourth panel up. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
202-7. North wall, west passage door, left side, top panel. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

9. Graining on yellow base coat     

Trapped sand particle     

Wood      

1. Light green with varnish     
2. Gray with varnish     

3. Gray      

4. Light green      

1. Coarse dark yellow      

3. Tan       
4. Light gray       

6. Gray       

5. Cream color       

7. Cream color       

10. Cream color on off-white primer     
11. Off-white      

12. Pale yellow      
13. Off-white with varnish       
14. Off-white      
15. Off-white      

16. Grayish-white       

5. Cream color      

12. Pale yellow       
13. Off-white        
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202-8. East wall door, top left corner, top left panel. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
202-10. Corner post, southwest corner, toward top. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

1. Coarse dark yellow      

3. Tan      

1. Coarse dark yellow      

3. Tan      

Wood       

4. Light green   

6. Gray    

5. Cream color    

9. Graining on yellow base coat     

10. Cream      

11. Cream      

12. Pale yellow       

13. Off-white      16. Most recent off-white       

8. Cream color   

4. Light green    
5. Off-white   

6. Gray      

7. Cream color     
9. Graining   

10. Off-white    

6. Gray      
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202-11. Southwest corner, baseboard plinth. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
 

7. Cream color      

9. Graining on yellow base coat     

2. Gray with varnish     

Wood  
1. Coarse yellow     

6, Gray      

12 to 16     

3. Tan     
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Room 202 Plaster.  It was surprising to find that the earliest grisaille-printed wallpaper on 
the east wall of the closet contains primarily rag fibers, but in sample 202-4 there are 
small clumps of wood fibers which seem to be associated with the paper as well.  If these 
wood fibers were added during the papermaking process then this paper could not be 
earlier than about 1840 when wood pulp began to be added to the rag paper fiber slurry.  
Larger uncast portions of the paper were examined at 45X and it appears that these wood 
fibers could have been caught up in the starch paste adhesive layers below and above this 
paper.  Wallpaper consultant Richard Nylander has identified this grisaille paper as 
consistent with mid-eighteenth century papers both in style and printing technique.5  He 
assumes the design was printed on laid paper, which would not have been used in the 
1840s.   
 
The second layer is rag-based and is a French paper of the mid to late 1780s.  A larger 
fragment of this paper is in the Historic New England collection (accession #1992.184).6 
An image of this paper provided by Richard Nylander is included for reference.  In cross-
section 202-3 the first design on top of the earliest paper consists of a medium gray base 
coat, followed by a thin black layer and then white paint which is the highlight for the 
decorative pattern. 
 
The second rag-based wallpaper consists only of a thick pale gray paint on the paper 
substrate, but in uncast portions of the wallpaper there are lighter gray and deep blue print 
layers (see below).  Both papers are consistent in manufacture and materials with 18th-
century techniques.  The odd clumps of wood fibers are circled in the photomicrographs. 
 
202-4. East wall of closet, earliest two wallpapers. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

                                                 
5 Richard Nylander, email communication, October 11, 2019. 
6 Ibid. 

Rag-based paper       

Rag-based paper       

1a. Black print on gray base        
1b. White highlight       

2. Blue-gray base coat        
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Surfaces of the Two Wallpapers at 40X magnification 

 
 
Historic New England French Paper 1992.184 
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Room 203 Kitchen Chamber Analysis Results  

 
The kitchen chamber looks quite confusing because some surfaces are almost completely 
stripped, while other areas have been partially scraped or left relatively undisturbed.  The 
fireplace surround projects slightly into the room, which Finch describes as a strange 
configuration.  But he thinks that the woodwork, plaster and back stairs are all original 
(1760s).  Seven samples were taken from the woodwork, one area of plaster, the closet 
interior, and several areas of the flooring to reconstruct the paint histories. 
   
West Wall Room 203 Kitchen Chamber  South Wall Room 203 

   
 
Room 203 Kitchen Chamber Sample Locations  
203-1. South wall, plaster left of door opening, about 4-feet up from floor. 
203-2. South wall, joint of board wall above fireplace. 
203-3. South wall, top left corner of fireplace surround. 
203-4. North wall, paint trapped in knot on stripped surfaces of board enclosure for stairs. 
203-5. Flooring. 
203-6. West wall, closet under stairs, angled wall under stairs. 
203-7. Passage to chamber, paint on paneling, east side. 
 
203-1      203-2 
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203-3      203-4 

   
Closet Under Stairs     203-6       

   
203-7  Paint on Paneling East Side of Passage 
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Room 203 Woodwork.  The presence of early limewashes and distempers on the 
woodwork in this room suggests that it was initially coated with inexpensive coatings that 
were not particularly durable.  These coating are also chalky and ephemeral compared to 
thicker opaque, oil-bound paints, so it is likely that many of the earliest coatings flaked 
away.  The deliberate removal of the paints on the south and west board walls, and on 
portions of the plastered walls, may have taken place during the 1923 renovation of the 
building.  Fortunately there are enough early coatings remaining to reconstruct the 
earliest coatings. 
 
The first layer on the fireplace surround (202-3) and on the wall plaster (203-1) is a layer 
of unpigmented limewash.  This caustic coating was considered hygienic in the 18th and 
19th centuries, and was frequently applied in kitchens, dairies, outbuildings, and service 
spaces as it was cheap and easily renewed.  The second generation coating is a yellow 
distemper (water-soluble paint bound in dilute hide glue) which was found on the wall 
plaster, on the fireplace surround and on top of the coarse plaster used to fill a knot in the 
south board wall.  
 
The third coating generation is a pinkish distemper which was found on the fireplace 
surround, wall plaster and in the closet (203-6), while the fourth generation reddish 
distemper was found on all these elements, and on the board wall.  It is likely the entire 
room was generally painted the same colors, but these chalky traditional coatings did not 
survive in every area.  The fifth paint generation is a light blue oil-bound paint, and this is 
the first intact coating on the board wall above the fireplace.  The substrate in this sample 
203-2 is grimy, so the original coatings likely flaked off this area of the board wall. 
 
Sample 203-7 was taken from the paneling on the east side of the passage leading to the 
southeast chamber has a paint history which begins with a coarsely ground dark yellow 
paint.  So, it is possible that the woodwork in the passage was originally painted to match 
the woodwork in the southeast chamber, but this narrow space was repainted far less 
frequently. 
 
The comparative paint stratigraphies found in room 203 and in the narrow passage 
linking 201 and 203 are shown in the following chart. 
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Room 203 Comparative Woodwork Paint Stratigraphy  
Based on cast cross-sections and uncast samples  

Room 203 

Generation/Layer 

203-2. Wall 

above 

fireplace* 

203-3. 

Fireplace 

surround  

203-4. N. 

board wall 

(trapped in 

knot) 

203-6. Wall 

under stairs 

in closet  

203-7. 

Paneling 

in 

passage**   

203-1. S. 

Wall plaster  

Observations  

17. Pinkish red   Thin brown 
paint cream 
primer 

Missing Chalky off-
white  

Missing   

11 - 16.     Missing  Missing Missing Missing Two deep 
yellow paints  

 

12. Off-white   Missing  Missing Missing Missing Missing  
11. Off-white  Missing    Missing Off-white   Missing  
10. Off-white   Missing  Missing Missing Missing Missing  
9. Cream color  Missing  Missing Missing  Missing   
8. Cream color   Missing  Missing   Missing  Missing   
7. Light gray     Missing  Missing Missing  Missing Missing    
6. Gray with 
varnish   

Missing  Missing Light tan  Missing Missing  

5. Light blue        Missing  Missing Missing   
4. Reddish 
distemper     

Missing    Missing  Woodwork and 
walls may have 
been entirely 
reddish distemper 

3. Pinkish 
distemper   

Missing  Unpigmented 
limewash 

     

2. Yellow 
distemper 

Missing   Missing Missing   Woodwork and 
walls may have 
been entirely 
yellow distemper 

1.  Unpigmented 
limewash  

Dirty wood 
surface 
 

 Coarse plaster 
filling in knot 

Unpigmented 
limewash 

Coarse 
dark yellow 

Unpigmented 
limewash 

Woodwork and 
walls may have 
been entirely 
limewashed 

Wood with shellac 
sealant 

     Plaster   

* Board wall above fireplace was most likely initially limewashed. 
** Passage woodwork may have originally matched the southeast chamber. 
 
203-2. South wall, joint of board wall above fireplace. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 

Darkened wood surface       

5. Light blue paint       

17. Pinkish-red paint    

Shellac sealant in wood        
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203-3. South wall, top left corner of fireplace surround. 
Visible Light  100X      Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
203-4. North wall, paint trapped in knot on stripped surfaces of board enclosure for stairs. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 

1. Unpigmented limewash       

Coarse plaster  

2. Yellow distemper   

3. Unpigmented limewash   

4. Remnant of reddish distemper   

2. Yellow distemper       
3. Pinkish distemper       
4. Dull red distemper       
5. Light blue paint       
6. Gray paint with varnish       
7. Light gray paint       
8. Cream colored paint       

9 to 16 off-white paints        

17. Thin brown paint       
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203-6. West wall, closet under stairs, angled wall under stairs. 
Visible Light  200X  Paint flake   Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
203-7. Passage to chamber, paint on paneling, east side. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
 

1. Coarse dark yellow paint        

Wood        

5. Light blue paint       

Wood        

6. Light tan         

11. Off-white        

8. Cream colored paint       
9. Cream colored paint       
11. Off-white paint       

4. Dull red distemper       

3. Pinkish distemper       

1. Unpigmented limewash       

17. Off-white        
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Room 203 Plaster. The evidence on the chalky wall plaster suggests it was originally 
coated with unpigmented limewash, followed by pinkish and reddish distempers that 
align with generations 3 and 4 on the woodwork.  The recent deep yellow paints were 
identified as 15 and 16, although it is not obvious when they were applied.  The most 
recent coating is the pinkish-red paint also found on the woodwork. 
 
203-1. South wall, plaster left of door opening, about 4-feet up from floor. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 
 
 

1. Unpigmented limewash   

3. Pinkish distemper    
4. Dull reddish distemper    

15. Deep yellow paint  

16. Deep yellow paint  

17. Pinkish-red paint    
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Room 204 Northwest Chamber Analysis Results 

 
This room now looks very peculiar as the most recent graining was applied to replicate 
knotty pine – a very modern conceit.  Finch observed that the fireplace woodwork and the 
door to the stair hall appear to be original.  He noted that “the woodwork at the west side 
of the fireplace and the passage to the front bedroom appears to have had quite a bit of 
confusing reworking . . . the space may have been enclosed as a closet & passage to the 
front room for many years, with the partition that was a continuation of the fireplace front 
eventually being removed to open up the space.”  There is a door in the north wall that 
led to the ell, which is now patched and partially stripped.  It was uncovered when more 
recent wallpaper was removed.  
 
Garvin described the paneling and sheathing as “from the 18th century, with no obvious 
Federal-period detailing except the casing beyond the door to the parlor chamber.”  Six 
samples were taken from the woodwork and doors, and one sample was taken from the 
flooring to try to make sense of the earliest finishes in this room.   
 
South Wall Room 204    North Wall Room 204 

   
  
Room 204 Northwest Chamber Sample Locations  
204-1. East wall, passage door, top left corner. 
204-2. East wall, passage door architrave, left side about 4-feet up from floor, on edge. 
204-3. Chimneybreast paneling, top left corner, lower panel. 
204-4. South wall, door reveal, top left corner. 
204-5. Flooring. 
204-6. Door to former ell, north wall. 
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204-1 and 204-2    204-3 

   
204-4      204-6 
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Room 204 Woodwork.  There are approximately 18 generations of paint on the original 
woodwork, beginning with a red-brown paint found only on one element – the architrave 
for the east wall door (204-2).  There are marked variations in paint colors and 
thicknesses, which makes it possible to identify slightly later elements like the east wall 
passage door (204-1) and the chimneybreast paneling (204-3), as well as considerably 
later elements like the south wall door reveal (204-4) and the ell door (204-6).  The red-
brown paint found as the original paint on the door architrave is similar enough to the 
original red-brown found in the first-floor stair hall (100-1 and 100-3) to suggest that the 
woodwork in this room was originally painted the same color as the first-floor stair hall. 
 
The following chart shows how the woodwork paints can be reconstructed, despite 
missing paint layers in many samples.  The paint layer numbering has been organized to 
relate similar paints in other rooms. 
 
Room 204 Comparative Woodwork Paint Stratigraphy  
Based on the cast cross-sections and uncast samples  

Room 204 

Generation/Layer 

204-1. E. wall 

passage door  

204-2. E. wall 

passage door 

architrave  

204-3. 

Chimneybre

ast paneling  

204-4. S. wall 

door reveal 

204-5. 

Flooring  

204-6. N. 

wall door 

to ell 

Observations  

18. Graining     Dark green Missing   
17. Off-white     Dull orange  Dark green  Missing  
16. Cream color      Gray   Missing  
15. Cream color       Off-white     
14. Dark gray      Pigmented 

shellac on 
light brown 

  

13. Off-white       Pigmented 
shellac on 
orange-brown 

  

12. Orange     Missing  Missing   
11. Deep red      Yellowish-

gray 
Missing    

10. Bright yellow      Missing Missing   
9. Bright yellow     Missing Missing    
8. Tannish yellow    Missing Overlap of 

wallpaper  
 Missing Missing Missing   

7. Off-white with 
zinc white     

    Missing  Missing Missing    

6. Off-white with 
zinc white     

   Missing Missing Missing  

5. Missing       Missing Missing    Missing Missing    
4. Coarse dark yellow           Missing  Missing  Missing     
3. Coarse dark yellow       Missing Missing Missing   
2. Gray     Missing  Missing  Missing Gray  Missing    
1. Red-brown   Missing  

 
 Missing  Missing   Missing   

Wood with shellac 
sealant 

     Dirty wood 
substrate  
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204-1. East wall, passage door, top left corner. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

6. Off-white with zinc white    

9. Bright yellow    

7. Off-white with zinc white    

10. Bright yellow    
11. Deep red    
12. Orange     

14. Dark gray   

13. Off-white    

Wood    

3. Coarse dark yellow     
4. Coarse dark yellow     

18. Graining    

15. Cream color    
16. Cream color    
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204-2. East wall, passage door architrave, left side about 4-feet up from floor, on edge. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
204-3. Chimneybreast paneling, top left corner, lower panel. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 

1. Red brown remnants  

2. Gray   
3. Dark yellow   
4. Dark yellow   
6. Off-white with zinc white    
7. Off-white   

8. Tannish yellow   

Overlap of wallpaper with green print  

10. Bright yellow  
11. Red  12. Orange   

13. Off-white   
14. Dark gray   
15. Cream color   
16. Cream color   

18. Graining on white primer    

18. Graining on white primer    

9. Bright yellow  

9. Bright yellow  
10. Bright yellow  
11. Red  
12. Orange  
14. Dark gray  

3 & 4. Dark yellows    
6. Off-white with zinc white    

7. Off-white with zinc white    

15. Cream color   
16. Cream color    

17. Off-white     
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204-4. South wall, door reveal, top left corner. 
Visible Light  200X    Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 
204-6. Door to former ell, north wall. 
Visible Light  100X    Ultraviolet Light  100X 

   
 

14. Dark gray   

13. Light gray    

14. Dark gray   

9. Bright yellow    

10. Bright yellow    

Wood with dirty surface    

11. Red    
12. Orange    

15. Off-white     

11. Yellowish gray    

Wood     Wood with shellac sealant     

17. Dull orange    

13. Off-white    

15 & 16. Cream colors    

18. Dull orange    
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Flooring in Room 204. The flooring in room 204 was described as old boards by Finch, 
but had been raised a few inches.  The paint sequence in 204-5 from the floor retains 
fragmentary evidence of an original or early red brown paint, followed by remnants of 
dark gray paint.  There are approximately six generations of paint on top of these early 
paints which all appear consistent with late nineteenth and twentieth-century 
manufacture.  There are two brown paints in the middle of the paint sequence which have 
associated pigmented shellac coatings (identified based their orange autofluorescence in 
reflected ultraviolet light), while the balance of the paints are grays and greens of varying 
shades. 
 
204-5. Flooring. 
Visible Light  100X  Paint flake  Ultraviolet Light  200X 

   
 

1. Red brown remnants  

2. Gray remnants  

Late 19th and 20th-century paints   

Pigmented shellac   

Pigmented shellac   
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Attic Analysis Results  

 
The wall plaster and wooden surfaces of the attic chamber were examined at 10X with a 
Dermilite DL100, and selected samples were taken from the east side of the gable for 
reference. 
 
Southwest Corner Attic Chamber  

   
 
Attic Sample Location  
Attic-1. Southeast room, plaster on east side of gable. 
 

The plaster was not examined in cross-section, but examination at 45X magnification 
suggests that at least five generations of unpigmented limewash remain on some areas of 
wall plaster.
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Conclusion: 
 
This paint analysis project has revealed that a considerable amount of early woodwork 
and wall paint evidence remains in place, although no coatings were discovered that 
might date to the 1730s house.  The 1760s palette is relatively subdued, with grays, tans 
and dark yellows on the woodwork in combination with red-brown baseboards.  The 
surprising exception was the discovery of a Prussian blue-based medium blue paint on 
the north wall compass-headed window and the panel below it.   
 
Early unpigmented limewashes were found in the cupboards and closets on the first and 
second floors, on the walls of the second-floor northeast and southeast chambers, and on 
the walls of the attic chamber. These are lesser spaces and limewashes were (and still are) 
practical and inexpensive coatings. 
 
The absence of fine white finish plaster, in combination with the absence of early wall 
paints, on the walls in all of the first-floor rooms, with the exception of the kitchen which 
was painted with yellow distemper, suggests these spaces were intended for wallpaper 
from the beginning.  The wallpaper fragments in the closet of the second-floor southwest 
chamber (202) also confirm that that room was originally wallpapered with a fine 
imported paper.  The walls in the southeast chamber (201) are gouged and scraped, but 
one layer of unpigmented limewash was found on these walls, suggesting it was 
wallpapered at a slightly later date.   
 
The evidence for wallpapers or paints on the northwest chamber walls is less conclusive. 
There is not enough solid plaster evidence in this room to be confident about comparing 
its wall treatments to the other chambers.  This is certainly a less important chamber than 
the two front chambers, so it is possible that the walls here were originally limewashed 
not wallpapered.  Perhaps more early plaster will emerge during the restoration which can 
more precisely inform the interpretation of this room.  
 
The following table lists the first three generations of paint found on the woodwork and 
walls in each room, where it survives.  In some rooms where the evidence is missing it 
can be extrapolated from the adjacent spaces.  It is likely that the first three paint 
generations comprise the coatings from the 1760s into the early 18th-century. 
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Tobias Lear House Interior Paint Findings for 1760s to early 19th-century 
Room/Element  Original Paint  

(1760s) 

Second 

Generation Paint  

Third Generation 

Paint  

Observations  

100/200 Stair Hall      
Doors  Red-brown  Missing Missing   
Door architraves Red-brown  Missing  Resinous gray   
Cornice  Red-brown  Gray with varnish  Resinous gray   
Compass-headed 
window  

Medium blue  Missing Missing   

Panel below north 
wall window  

Medium blue   Missing Missing  

Baseboards Likely red-brown   Not sampled 
Corner Post Red-brown  Gray with varnish Missing   
Wall plaster  No coatings on 

coarse plaster   
  More evidence 

may emerge during 
restoration 

Flooring  Not sampled    Not sampled  
Handrail  Brown stain  Deep red stain Shellac  
101 Sitting Room      
Doors  Tan with varnish Coarse dark 

yellow*   
Tan on west wall 
door; light blue-
green on passage 
door 

* Greenish yellow 
on north wall 
doors 

Door architrave Tan with varnish  Coarse dark 
yellow 

Tan   

Mantel  Tan with varnish Coarse dark 
yellow  

Tan**  ** Architrave for 
fireplace opening 
was black 

Cornice Tan with varnish Coarse dark 
yellow  

Tan   

Baseboards  Red-brown Brown  Tan   
Corner post  Tan with varnish  Coarse dark 

yellow 
Tan  

Wall plaster  No early coatings 
on coarse plaster  

  Likely wallpapered 

Ceiling plaster  Unpigmented 
limewash 

Unpigmented 
limewash 

Unpigmented 
limwash 

 

101A Passage to 

Kitchen 

    

South wall door  Tan  Coarse greenish 
yellow  

Light blue green   

Closet door  Red-brown  Gray  Tan   
West wall panel Unpigmented 

limewash  
Missing  Missing   

Joist Tan with varnish Missing Missing   
102 Sitting Room      
North wall closet 
door architrave 

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Cream color   

East wall door and 
architrave  

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Cream color   

Window architrave  Coarse dark 
yellow  

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Cream color   
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Room/Element  Original Paint  

(1760s) 

Second 

Generation Paint  

Third Generation 

Paint  

Observations  

North wall door, 
NW corner  

Missing  Missing  Missing  Possible later 
replacement  

Mantel  Coarse dark 
yellow 

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Missing  

Cornice Coarse dark 
yellow  

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Cream color   

Corner post  Coarse dark 
yellow  

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Cream color   

Baseboards and 
mantel pilaster  

Red-brown  Coarse dark 
yellow  

Missing   

Wall Plaster   No coatings on 
coarse plaster   

  Likely wallpaper  

Ceiling plaster  No coatings on 
coarse plaster   

  Likely limewashed 

103 Kitchen      
West wall door  Red-brown  Cream-color with 

varnish  
Light gray   

West wall door 
architrave  

Gray  Light gray on 
cream color  

Light gray   

Staircase door  Missing  Missing  Light gray   
NE corner closet 
door  

Missing Missing  Light gray   

NW corner closet 
door 

Missing   Light gray on 
cream color  

Light gray   

NW corner 
paneling  

Missing  Cream color with 
varnish  

Missing   

Cornice and 
narrow overmantel 
panel 

Gray  Cream color with 
varnish 

Light gray   

Windows Missing  Missing  Off-white  Off-white paint 
may relate to a 
different house  

East and west wall 
chair rails 

Missing  Cream color with 
varnish 

Light gray   

Baseboards  Red-brown  Brown  Light gray   
Plaster  Yellow distemper Yellow distemper Missing   
Flooring  Grimy wood  Missing Missing  No early flooring 

paint found  
104 Northwest 

Room  

    

E. wall door  Gray with varnish Tannish-gray with 
varnish  

Medium gray   

E. wall door 
architrave 

Missing Missing  Missing  Recheck door 
architrave for 
evidence of 
alterations  

S. wall door 
architrave  

Gray with varnish  Tannish-gray with 
varnish 

Medium gray   

S.wall 
chimneybreast 

Gray with varnish Tannish-gray with 
varnish 

Medium gray   
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Room/Element  Original Paint  

(1760s) 

Second 

Generation Paint  

Third Generation 

Paint  

Observations  

S. wall panel 
above closet  

Missing  Tannish-gray with 
varnish 

Medium gray   

S. wall west closet 
door  

Missing  Missing  Missing  Early paints on this 
door must be from 
another room, 
possibly the ell 

Cornice Gray with varnish  Tannish-gray with 
varnish 

Medium gray   

Corner post  Gray with varnish  Tannish-gray with 
varnish  

Medium gray   

Baseboard  Likely red-brown    Not sampled  
Wall plaster     Not sampled  
Closet plaster  Unpigmented 

limewash   
Unpigmented 
limewash  

Unpigmented 
limewash 

 

201 Southeast 

Chamber  

    

W. wall door  Coarse dark 
yellow 

Dark tan  Missing   

Overmantel panel Coarse dark 
yellow 

Dark tan  Tan  

Corner post Coarse dark 
yellow  

Dark tan Varnish  

Baseboard Red-brown  Missing  Missing   
Flooring  Dirty surface  Missing Missing  Only 20th-century 

paints were found 
Wall plaster  Unpigmented 

limewash 
Missing Missing  

Closet plaster  Unpigmented 
limewash 

Unpigmented 
limewash 

Unpigmented 
limewash 

 

202 Southwest 

Chamber 

    

E. wall door  Coarse dark 
yellow 

Missing Tan   

N. wall closet door  Gray  Tan  Light gray  The early paints on 
this door match the 
east wall door in 
104 

N. wall passage 
door  

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Missing  Tan   

N. wall horizontal 
paneling  

Light green with 
varnish  

Gray with varnish  Gray  Horizontal panels 
were already 
painted when 
installed in room 
202 in generation 4 

Corner post Coarse dark 
yellow  

Missing  Tan  

N. wall closet door 
architrave 

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Missing   Varnish  

Cornice Coarse dark 
yellow 

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Tan  
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Room/Element  Original Paint  

(1760s) 

Second 

Generation Paint  

Third Generation 

Paint  

Observations  

Baseboards Coarse dark 
yellow  

Gray with varnish Tan  

Wallpaper Grisaille wallpaper  Wallpaper Wallpaper   
203 Northeast 

Chamber 

    

Board wall   Coarse plaster Yellow distemper Unpigmented 
limewash 

 

Wall plaster Unpigmented 
limewash  

Yellow distemper Pinkish distemper  

Fireplace wall  Dirty wood  Missing Missing Likely painted to 
match the wall 
plaster  

Fireplace surround Unpigmented 
limewash 

Yellow distemper Pinkish distemper  

Paneling in 
passage 

Coarse dark 
yellow  

Missing  Pinkish distemper  

N. wall in closet  Unpigmented 
limewash 

Missing Pinkish distemper   

204 Northwest 

Chamber  

    

E. wall door  Missing  Missing  Coarse dark 
yellow  

 

E. wall door 
architrave 

Red-brown  Gray  Coarse dark 
yellow 

 

N. wall door to ell 
 

Missing Missing  Missing  Paint history on 
this door starts at 
generation 9 

Chimneybreast 
paneling 

Missing  Missing  Coarse dark 
yellow 

 

S. wall door reveal Missing  Missing  Missing   
Baseboards  Likely red-brown    Not sampled 
Wall plaster Unknown, but 

possibly 
limewashed 

  Early wall plaster 
samples needed 

Flooring  Red-brown Gray  Missing   
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Cross-section Preparation Procedures: 
 
The samples were cast into mini-cubes of polyester resin (Excel Technologies, Inc., 
Enfield, CT).  The resin was allowed to cure for 24 hours at room temperature and under 
ambient light.  The cubes were then ground to expose the cross-sections, and dry polished 
with 400 and 600 grit wet-dry papers and Micro-Mesh polishing cloths, with grits from 
1500 to 12,000. 
 
Cross-section microscopy analysis was conducted with a Nikon Eclipse 80i epi-
fluorescence microscope equipped with an EXFO X-Cite 120 Fluorescence Illumination 
System fiberoptic halogen light source and a polarizing light base using SPOT Advanced 
software (v. 4.6) for digital image capture and Adobe Photoshop CS for digital image 
management.  Photographs and digital images of the best representative cross-sections 
are included in this report.  UV photographs were taken with the UV-2A filter in place 
(330-380 nanometers excitation with a 400 nm dichroic mirror and a 420 nm. barrier 
filter).  Please note that the colors in the printed photomicrographs may not accurately 
reflect the actual color of the samples because the colors in the digital images are affected 
by the variability of color printing. 
 
The following fluorescent stains were used for examination of the samples: 

 
Triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) 4.0% in ethanol to identify the presence of 
carbohydrates (starches, gums, sugars).  Positive reaction color is dark red or 
brown. 
 
Alexafluor 488 (ALEXA) 0.02% in water, pH 9.0, 0,05M borate and 5% DMF.  
Positive reaction for proteins is bright yellow-green. 
 
Eosin isothiocyanate (EITC) 0.2% in anhydrous acetone to identify the presence 
of proteins.  A yellow or yellowish-green colors indicates a positive reaction. 
 
2, 7 Dichlorofluorescein  (DCF) 0.2% in ethanol to identify the presence of 
saturated and unsaturated lipids (oils). Positive reaction for saturated lipids is pink 
and unsaturated lipids is yellow. 

 
Rhodamine B (RHOB) 0.06% in ethanol to identify the presence of oils.  Positive 
reaction color is bright orange. 

 
N-(6-methoxy-8-quinolyl)-p-toluenesulfonamide (TSQ) 0.2% in ethanol to mark 
the presence of Zn in the cast cross-section.  Positive reaction color is bright blue-
white. 
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The best cross-section images for each area are included in this report.  Photographs were 
taken at 40X, 100X, 200X and 400X magnifications. 
 
Information Provided by Ultraviolet Light Microscopy: 
 
When viewed under visible light, cross-sections which contain ground, paint and varnish 
may often be difficult to interpret, particularly because clear finish layers look uniformly 
brown or tan. It may be impossible using only visible light to distinguish between 
multiple varnish layers.  Illumination with ultraviolet light provides considerably more 
information about the layers present in a sample because different organic, and some 
inorganic, materials autofluoresce (or glow) with characteristic colors.   
 
There are certain fluorescence colors which indicate the presence of specific types of 
materials.  For example: shellac fluoresces orange (or yellow-orange) when exposed to 
ultraviolet light, while plant resin varnishes (typically amber, copal, sandarac and mastic) 
fluoresce bright white.  Wax does not usually fluoresce; in fact, in the ultraviolet it tends 
to appear almost the same color as the polyester casting resin.  In visible light wax 
appears as a somewhat translucent white layer.  Paints and glaze layers which contain 
resins as part of the binding medium will also fluoresce under ultraviolet light at high 
magnifications.  Other materials such as lead white, titanium white and hide glue also 
have a whitish autofluorescence. 
 
There are other indicators which show that a surface has aged, such as cracks which 
extend through finish layers, accumulations of dirt between layers, and sometimes 
diminished fluorescence intensity, especially along the top edge of a surface which has 
been exposed to light and air for a long period of time. 
 
Pigment Preparation: 
 
Dispersed pigments from specific early layers were crushed onto microscope slides and 
permanently mounted under cover slips with Cargille MeltMount with a refractive index 
of 1.66.  The pigments were viewed under plane polarized light and under crossed polars, 
and were compared to a standard set of reference pigments. 
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Tobias Lear House, Portsmouth, New Hampshire   

Paint Sample Locations 
Paint Samples removed August 5 and 6, 2019 by Susan L. Buck 
 
First Floor 
Room 100 Central Hall 
100-1. West wall, door architrave, top corner of right side. 
100-2.  West wall cornice, crown molding above door. 
100-3.  West wall door, top left corner, top right panel. 
100-4.  West wall, right side of door reveal, top right corner. 
100-5.  Southwest corner post, right side, about about 4-feet up from floor. 
100-6.  South wall, trim for main door, panel above door, right side. 
100-7.  East wall plaster just above door opening. 
100-8.  North end, east wall, door architrave. 
100-9.  North end, top left corner of top raised panel of closet door. 
100-10. North end, stile right of closet door, left edge, below hinge. 
  
Room 101 Sitting Room 
101-1. West wall, plaster right of door. 
101-2. Southwest corner, corner post, about 4-feet up. 
101-3. Southwest corner, chamfered beam. 
101-4. Ceiling plaster, southwest corner. 
101-5. West wall, door architrave, left side. 
101-6. West wall door, left side, top left panel. 
101-7. North wall, upper panel right of fireplace, left side of raised panel. 
101-8. North wall, door architrave, left side, northeast corner. 
101-9. North wall, architrave for fireplace opening, left side. 
101-10. North wall, corner closet, bottom door, room side. 
101-11. North wall, corner closet, upper door, left side of panel (looks like new wood). 
101-12. North wall door, right panel, left side. 
101-13. North wall, 1760s cornice above fireplace. 
101-14. West wall, baseboard, upper portion of board, right of door. 
101-15. Flooring, northwest corner. 
 
Room 101A  East Passage between 101 and 103 
101A-1. West wall, top right corner, raised panel door. 
101A-2. East wall, lower corner of chamfered joist. 
101A-3. West wall, panel left of raised panel door (remnants of darkened wallpaper 
below paint). 
101A-4. South wall, passage side surface of door, left side, top left panel. 
101A-5. North wall, passage side surface of door. 
 
Room 102  Parlor (Southwest Room) 
102-1.  Ceiling plaster in southwest corner. 
102-2.  West wall, south corner, crown molding of cornice. 
102-3.  West wall, south window, top inside corner of architrave, right side. 
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102-4.  West wall, southwest corner, top of chamfer of corner post. 
102-5.  West wall, southwest corner, narrow baseboard. 
102-6.  North wall mantel, edge of dentil molding, right side. 
102-7.  North wall, top edge of door in northwest corner. 
102-8.  Northwest corner, door architrave, upper right corner. 
102-9. North wall, wide baseboard right of mantel in northeast corner. 
102-10. North wall, base plinth for pilaster, right side of mantel. 
102-11. East wall, inner molding of double door architrave, left side, about 4 ½-feet up 
from floor. 
102-12.  East wall, left side of door, about 4 ½-feet up from floor. 
 
Room 103 Kitchen 
103-1. East wall, south window architrave, left side (replacement windows). 
103-2. East wall, top edge of chair rail, just south of north window. 
103-3. South wall, stile left of raised paneling above fireplace. 
103-4. South wall, left side, lower raised panel. 
103-5. South wall, cornice above fireplace. 
103-6. North wall, board door for later closet. 
103-7. West wall chair rail, lower edge in southwest corner. 
103-8. West wall, baseboard, southwest corner (many layers of wallpaper overlapping 
onto baseboard). 
103-9. North wall, door into closet in northwest corner. 
103-10. North wall, paneling for stair enclosure, edge of panel, could be 20th-century. 
103-11. Board door leading up to stairs. 
103-12. West wall, door leading to passage, left side, upper panel. 
103-13. West wall plaster, left of door, above chair rail (remnants of dark yellow 
distemper). 
103-14. West wall, door architrave, left side. 
103-15. West wall of closet interior, northwest corner. 
103-16. Flooring in corners. 
 
Room 104 Northwest Room 
104-1. East wall door, top right corner, top panel. 
104-2. East wall door architrave, top left corner. 
104-3. North wall, tapered corner post (moved from somewhere in the first period house). 
104-4. South wall, wood panel above west closet door (now painted like plaster wall). 
104-5. South wall, west corner of cornice above chimneybreast. 
104-6. South wall, west corner of chimneybreast, just below cornice. 
104-7. North wall, window architrave, left side. 
104-7A.  
104-8. North wall window sill, underside. 
104-9. South wall, west closet. left side, upper left panel.  
104-10. Limewashes in plaster east closet, south wall, west interior wall. 
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Room 200 Second-floor Passage 
200-1. North wall, trim for arched window, backband, left side (early dark blue?). 
200-2. West wall, base along stairs at edge of top molding. 
200-3. Top edge of newel post on west side. 
200-4. Lower edge of handrail on west side at landing. 
200-5. North wall, panel below window, left side. 
200-6. West wall, south door. 
 
Room 201 Southeast Chamber 
201-1. South wall plaster, right of window. 
201-2, Corner post, southwest corner, about 4 ½-feet up from floor. 
201-3. West wall door, left side of top panel. 
201-4. Overmantel panel, left side, lower panel. 
201-5. West wall baseboard, right of passage door. 
201-6. West wall flooring. 
201-7. Limewashes in closet, west wall. 
 
Room 202 Southwest Chamber 
202-1. North wall, bed molding of cornice above fireplace. 
202-2. North wall, closet door architrave, top edge. 
202-3. North wall, closet door, left side, upper panel. 
202-4. East wall of closet, earliest two wallpapers. 
202-5. South wall plaster, west of window. 
202-6. North wall, edge of horizontal raised panel, top left corner, fourth panel up. 
202-7. North wall, west passage door, left side, top panel. 
202-8. East wall door, top left corner, top left panel. 
202-9. Flooring. 
202-10. Corner post, southwest corner, toward top. 
202-11. Southwest corner, baseboard plinth. 
 
Room 203 Kitchen Chamber 
203-1. South wall, plaster left of door opening, about 4-feet up from floor. 
203-2. South wall, joint of board wall above fireplace. 
203-3. South wall, top left corner of fireplace surround. 
203-4. North wall, paint trapped in knot on stripped surfaces of board enclosure for stairs. 
203-5. Flooring. 
203-6. West wall, closet under stairs, angled wall under stairs. 
203-7. Passage to chamber, paint on paneling, east side. 
 
Room 204 Northwest Chamber 
204-1. East wall, passage door, top left corner. 
204-2. East wall, passage door architrave, left side about 4-feet up from floor, on edge. 
204-3. Chimneybreast paneling, top left corner, lower panel. 
204-4. South wall, door reveal, top left corner. 
204-5. Flooring. 
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204-6. Door to former ell, north wall. 
 
Attic 
Attic-1. Southeast room, plaster on east side of gable. 
 
 


